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CHAPTER 1: THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

 Innovation has been the hallmark of Youth With A Mission (YWAM) since its inception 

in 1960. Loren Cunningham’s vision of waves of young people crashing onto the shores of every 

continent compelled hundreds of thousands of young people onto the mission field. In nation 

after nation, young people felt great freedom to listen to God and do great exploits. Because the 

vision was both incredibly grand and yet open to individual customization, it ignited a movement 

of missional entrepreneurs who invented millions of mission strategies and ministries.

 As YWAM expanded, we encountered the challenges of growth. We grew from hundreds 

to thousands of full time workers around the world. With this growth, the desire for organization, 

structure and solid operational practices increased. YWAM began to incorporate principles from 

the business and government worlds. As a result, we moved in the direction of greater 

centralization. New works had to pass a litmus test of wise practices. And while most of the 

criteria for new works was well thought through, it hindered growth and the establishment of 

new ministries.

 History is full of cautionary tales for movements like Youth With A Mission. Often 

movements that start with incredible fluidity and freedom grow more rigid and less open to 

change as they age. Over time, they drift from the foundational practices that birthed their 

movement. Eventually, the drift becomes so great that innovators are rejected for doing the very 

things that birthed the movements they came from. 

 In the 18th century, the Methodist movement exploded onto the scene in England. The 

secret to the Methodist movement was largely connected to their founder’s discovery of an 

innovative new preaching method — field preaching. Methodist founder, John Wesley was 
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largely influenced by his friend, George Whitefield. But at first, even Wesley was shocked by 

this new style. He wrote:

I could scarce reconcile myself to this strange way of preaching in the fields, of which he 
[Whitefield] set me an example on Sunday; having been all my life till very lately so 
tenacious of every point relating to decency and order, that I should have thought the 
saving of souls almost a sin if it had not been done in a church.1

 It didn’t take Wesley long to overcome his shock. The very next day, he found himself 

preaching in a brickyard to a reported three thousand people. This marked an important transition 

in Wesley’s work. Before this experience in Bristol in 1739, his primary ministry had been to 

people in the established church. From this point forward, his preaching focused on reaching the 

poor and unchurched in the fields, coal mines, and marketplaces where they worked. Thousands 

of young preachers followed in his footsteps and the Methodist movement was born.

 Seventy years after Wesley’s death, Methodism had formed Wesley’s practice of circuit 

riding into a rigid requirement for all its ministers. Although Wesley’s own circuit riding 

primarily went from town to town to minister to the unchurched, seventy years after his death 

there were hundreds of established Methodist churches. Methodist ministers were expected to 

travel to these churches for ministry.

 When young Methodist minister William Booth expressed his desire to be freed from the 

circuit minister requirements so he could focus on the poor and unchurched, the elder council 

rejected his plan out of hand:

 By May 1861, Booth was facing one of the greatest crises of his life. Both he and 
Catherine knew that their own future would be one of the most hotly debated points at the 
New Connexion's Annual Conference in Liverpool's Bethseda Chapel. Booth had more 

9
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than a shrewd idea that his special request--to be relieved from a circuit minister's duties 
and set apart as an evangelist--would be rejected out of hand.
 But not until Saturday, 25th May, one week after the Conference had opened, was 
the burning question of Booth's future at last raised. By now the members were tired and 
fidgety; through the chapel's wintry gloom, the voices debating the young man's petition 
were edged with anger. One minister stated flatly that Booth's request was “against all 
reason and authority.” “It would be bad for him and bad for the circuit,” snapped another. 
Now Dr. William Cooke, principal of Booth's old seminary, stepped in as peacemaker. If 
Booth took over the Newcastle circuit, couldn't he, by special arrangement with his 
officers, occasionally take time out for evangelistic work elsewhere? With sinking heart 
Booth heard this amendment carried by a large majority. He was trapped.
 As Superintendent Preacher of the Newcastle circuit, Booth could, of course, 
grant himself permission to conduct revival meetings anywhere else in Britain--but how 
could any responsible man leave the Connexion's largest toughest circuit to his juniors? 
They had given him his freedom—and clamped bars about him . . . 
 Yet now, from far above, a voice challenged their verdict: “No-never!” Catherine 
Booth, after vacating her gallery seat, had still lingered by the door at the head of the 
stairs—and suddenly her anger and disappointment could no longer be contained . . . 
 Her protest made, Catherine withdrew but when the conference ended, Booth took 
up his hat and left the chapel, to find her waiting in the porch. Several ministers sought to 
detain him, but Booth brushed them quietly aside, not speaking: his heart was too full for 
words. Within two months he had resigned from the Connexion.2

 Although John Wesley was William Booth’s hero, Booth discovered that Methodism no 

longer had any place for him. With a heavy heart, he separated from Methodism to start the 

Salvation Army. 

 Booth’s story is not an isolated case. Other movements have suffered similar fates. What 

factors contributed to their decline and their unwillingness to try new things? What 

characteristics create a culture that excitedly embraces new, risky innovations? How can YWAM 

continue to release young missional entrepreneurs for generations to come and avoid the fate of 

so many other movements?

10

2 Richard Collier, The General Next to God: The Story of William Booth and the Salvation Army, ebook (New York, 
NY, USA: HarperCollins, 1965).



CHAPTER 2: CONSIDERING GOD

God of The New

 The same God who created the heavens and earth declared thousands of years later, 

“Behold, I will do something new, now it will spring forth; will you not be aware of it?”3 

Throughout Scripture, we read of a new heaven, a new earth, a new name, a new heart, a new 

spirit, a new song, a new creation, a new way, and a new covenant.4 Further, God designed us to 

function in the new. We constantly enter the new through our experience of linear time—a new 

second, a new minute, a new day, and a new year. Even to the very end, His promises encourage 

us to look “for new heavens and a new earth, in which righteousness dwells.”5 God is clearly the 

God of the new. As we consider this God of the new, how can we not also anxiously look for and 

embrace new things?

Authority and Freedom

 When God created the earth, He immediately entrusted its care and rule to humanity. He 

gave people authority and freedom to choose how to govern the earth.6 He knew that this 

freedom might mean failure for some. But He also knew that some would use this freedom to 

create and do new things that would bless countless others. In His eyes, the benefits of freedom 

far outweighed the costs of failure. 

11

3 Isaiah 43:19, New American Standard Bible (La Habra, CA: The Lockman Foundation, 1995).

4 Revelation 3:12; 21:1; Isaiah 62:2; 65:17; 66:22; Ezekiel 11:19; 18:31; 36:36; Psalms 33:3; 96:1; 98:1;  Jeremiah 
31:31; 2 Corinthians 5:17; Hebrews 9:15; Hebrews 10:20; Matthew 26:28. Unless otherwise noted, all Scripture 
quotations come from the Holy Bible, New Living Translation (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 1996, 
2004, 2007, 2013).

5 2 Peter 3:13 (NASB).

6 Genesis 1:28-30; Psalms 8:6; 115:16.



 When we consider how much more God knows than us, how much smaller is the 

knowledge gap between an experienced leader and a new recruit? If this God who knows so 

much more than us is willing to entrust us with the freedom to fail, shouldn’t we be that much 

more willing to allow young people to try their new ideas?

Unity and Diversity

 God uniquely created every individual and knit them together in their mother’s womb. 

Every person is made “wonderfully complex”7 and totally unique from every other person on the 

face of the earth. God intends for us to learn how to appreciate the gifts in each other and work 

together in unity. 

 First Corinthians 12 outlines God’s intention for us as the body of Christ. We are made up 

of many parts — hands, feet, eyes, and ears. Each part (or person) has a unique function and a 

unique gift to offer. God desires us to honor the uniqueness of every individual and to welcome 

their contribution to the wellbeing of the whole body. 

 These beliefs ultimately emerge from the very nature and character of the Trinity. Unity 

and diversity define the relationship of the Trinity. Each member of the Trinity has unique roles 

in how they function and relate. Yet they so deeply love and honor each other that their roles 

become intertwined and they function as one. This relational oneness weighed heavily on Jesus 

as He prayed that His disciples would “be one; even as You, Father, are in Me and I in You, that 

they may also be in Us, so that the world may believe that You sent Me.”8 Jesus longed for His 

disciples to enter into the relational oneness of the Trinity, to enjoy their familial love circle. 

12

7 Psalm 139:14.

8 John 17:21 (NASB).



He also longed for them to model their own relationships on the relationship of the Trinity—to 

be one with one another by showing love, mutual respect and deference to others.

 What makes the Trinity so strongly united is the mutual appreciation of the diverse gifts 

and roles of each of their members and the deferential treatment each gives to the other. Jesus 

portrayed this deferential honor when He magnified the person and work of the Holy Spirit — “It  

is to your (the disciples and all who would follow) advantage that I go away; for if I do not go 

away, the Helper will not come to you.”9 We see the Holy Spirit honoring the Father as He 

comes into our hearts and cries out, “Abba! Father!”10 And we see the Father shining the 

spotlight on the Son as He declares, “This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased.”11

 The principle of unity with diversity has huge implications for YWAM. The more we 

grow in number, the greater our diversity becomes. Each new person brings unique gifts and 

callings. When these individuals partner together as teams, their diverse gifts coupled with God’s 

intense desire to do new things create infinite possibilities for the types of new ministries and 

initiatives that could emerge. We must welcome ideas that sound strange at first and give people 

the chance to try things that have never been done before. 

 We also must intentionally incorporate a diversity of strengths, gifts and cultures into our 

ministry and leadership teams. We must honor the differences in one another and celebrate 

diverse cultures. As we seek diversity and walk forward in unity, we will see God unleash new 

initiatives that will transform the world.

13

9 John 16:7 (NASB).

10 Romans 8:15 (NASB).

11 Matthew 3:17 (NASB).



CHAPTER 3: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

 History is filled with the emergence of new movements. Often these new movements 

come into direct conflict with established ways of doing things and are rejected by the old 

structures.

God’s activity in each new generation creates a tension between the old and the new. God, 
as He seeks to work specifically and decisively, seemingly finds Himself hampered by our 
unwillingness to move forward and our satisfaction with past or present success. The 
“cutting edge” of the Christian movement requires a diligence and commitment few are 
willing to offer. Further, it requires “risk,” risk of failure, reputation and security.12

 Two centuries before Christ, it was the Sadducees whose strict adherence to written 

tradition hindered the application of common sense and the spread of God’s word outside the 

walls of Jerusalem. Because of this inflexibility, the Pharisees spun off a new sect of Judaism.

The Pharisees asserted that God could and should be worshipped even away from the 
Temple and outside Jerusalem. To the Pharisees, worship consisted not in bloody 
sacrifices—the practice of the Temple priests—but in prayer and in the study of God’s 
law. Hence, the Pharisees fostered the synagogue as an institution of religious worship, 
outside and separate from the Temple.13

 While we may agree with several of their founding principles, the wineskin of Pharisaism 

also became rigid rejecting Jesus’ new movement. Through Jesus’ interactions with the 

Pharisees, we discover that any movement over time can become static and hinder the emergence 

of the new things God wants to do.

New Wine and Old Wine Skins

  In Matthew 9, Jesus encountered this tension between the new and the old. He healed and 

forgave the sins of a paralyzed man and received the wrath of the teachers of the law. Then, He 

14

12 Mike Huckins, Revival Missions and Wine Skins, Digital File (Wilmore, KY: Asbury Theological Seminary, 
1991), 17-18.

13 “Pharisee,” Encyclopædia Britannica Online, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/455129/Pharisee, 
(Accessed February 09, 2015).

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/455129/Pharisee
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/455129/Pharisee


invited a tax-collector to follow Him. In the ensuing party at Matthew’s house, the Pharisees 

attacked Jesus’ character again. “Why does your teacher eat with such scum?” they hissed.14

 Jesus was deeply grieved by their thinking. “Now go and learn the meaning of this 

Scripture,” He responded, “‘I want you to show mercy, not offer sacrifices.’”15 

 The very movement that was once so cutting edge rejected the King of Kings. The 

Pharisees’ strict adherence to tradition kept them from embracing the healer and helping the 

needy. It was this aversion to the new that led Jesus to start a new revolution rather than reform 

the old structures of the Pharisees or Sadducees. He knew that His revolution would have been 

crushed had he tried to release it within the confines of these old wineskins. “No one puts new 

wine into old wineskins,” Jesus said. “For the old skins would burst from the pressure, spilling 

the wine and ruining the skins. New wine is stored in new wineskins so that both are 

preserved.”16 

 Howard Snyder said it this way — “Without a change of structure it is virtually 

impossible to conserve the fruits of revival.”17

Beware of the Leaven of the Pharisees!

 Jesus warned His disciples to watch out for “yeast of the Pharisees and Sadducees.”18 He 

knew the power that structure and stability held on the human psyche. Beyond the present 

expression of Pharisaism in their day, Jesus wanted his disciples to guard against forming rigid 

15

14 Matthew 9:11.

15 Matthew 9:13.

16 Matthew 9:17.

17 Howard A. Snyder, The Problem of Wineskins: Church Structure in a Technological Age (Downers Grove, IL: 
Inter-Varsity Press, 1975), 91.

18 Matthew 16:6.



wineskins in their day. He wanted them to remain flexible, cutting edge, and ready to adapt to 

God’s new movements as they emerged in each generation. 

 Jesus intentionally did things to stir up controversy with the establishment. In Matthew 

12, He led His disciples on a walk through a grain field where they plucked a few heads of grain 

and ate. Of course, this was vehemently opposed by the Pharisees because it was the Sabbath. 

When they confronted Him, He walked into their synagogue on that same Sabbath day and 

healed a man with a withered hand. They immediately walked out of the synagogue and plotted 

to kill the “Lord of the Sabbath” who dared to heal on the Sabbath.19

 Jesus taught His disciples about the danger of stiff wineskins. He led them through 

confrontations with the established institutions so that they would see the effect of rigidity both 

on the ones who tried to do new things and on the poor and needy. He radically shook their 

thinking. Yet the shaking was far from done even after He left. 

 While the disciples awaited the Holy Spirit’s empowerment after Jesus’ ascension, their 

first order of business was to shore up the “structure” Jesus had established by appointing a 

twelfth apostle.20 Why did they assume they needed twelve apostles? How did this hinder the 

new wine? Could the restructuring they faced in Acts 6 have come earlier were they more 

attuned to the new wine and the need for new wineskins? 

 When the Gospel started to spread among the Gentiles, it took a strong Divine encounter 

in Acts 10 before Peter shook off his old wineskin mentality and welcomed the Gentiles into the 

fold. Even after Peter’s paradigm shift, Paul still had to confront him for his mistreatment of the 

Gentiles:

16

19 Matthew 12:1-14 (NASB).

20 Acts 1.



But when Peter came to Antioch, I had to oppose him to his face, for what he did was 
very wrong. When he first arrived, he ate with the Gentile believers, who were not 
circumcised. But afterward, when some friends of James came, Peter wouldn’t eat with 
the Gentiles anymore. He was afraid of criticism from these people who insisted on the 
necessity of circumcision. As a result, other Jewish believers followed Peter’s hypocrisy.21

 Just how dangerous is the leaven of the Pharisees? And how easy is it for us to embrace 

tradition, structure, and stability and miss God’s work to “make all things new?”22

Historical Examples of the Clash Between New Wine and Old Wineskins

 In The Problem of Wineskins, Howard Snyder describes the clash between old wineskins 

and new wine as the problem of every age:

Every age knows the temptation to forget that the gospel is ever new. We try to contain 
the new wine of the gospel in old wineskins—outmoded traditions, obsolete philosophies, 
creaking institutions, old habits. But with time the old wine skins begin to bind the 
gospel. Then they must burst, and the power of the gospel pour forth once more. Many 
times this has happened in the history of the church. Human nature wants to conserve, but 
the divine nature is to renew. 

 John Wesley encountered this clash between the old wineskins and new wine in his day. 

Wesley was a devout Anglican who was moved by God to take his preaching outside the walls of 

the church to the fields and streets to reach the poor and lost. This preaching method was 

unheard of in 18th century England and was met with staunch resistance. Other ministers called 

Wesley and his friends “mad enthusiasts” because they released the gospel “to the masses in 

street and field, to the sick and unclean in hovel and gutter, to the wretched and condemned in 

Bedlam and prison.”23

17

21 Galatians 2:11-13.

22 Revelation 21:5.

23 Leslie R. Marston, From Age to Age a Living Witness, a Historical Interpretation of Free Methodism's First 
Century (Winona Lake, IN: Light and Life Press, 1968), 66.



 Despite resistance from the Anglican church, Wesley worked very hard to keep his 

movement connected to the church of England. He refused to preach in the fields or 

marketplaces at the same time as a church service and “he urged his hearers and new converts to 

attend the regular Anglican services.”24 Wesley succeeded in staying attached to the Anglican 

church throughout his lifetime. But just four years after his death, the Methodist movement 

separated from the Anglican Church.25 The chasm between the new wine and the old wineskin 

had grown too vast. 

 Similar examples can be seen in almost every new movement throughout history. The 

Pietists were called “Priests of Baal,” “enthusiasts,” and “dangerous people.”26 Other ministers 

complained that Charles Finney “let down the dignity of the pulpit,” and was a “disgrace to the 

ministerial profession,” because he used common language and illustrations from peoples’ 

everyday lives.27 Missionary Wilhelm Lobscheid laughed at Hudson Taylor’s desire to go to 

China saying, “You could never get the Chinese to listen to you.”28 Other Catholic missionaries 

thought Mother Teresa had “cracked” when she left the safety of the Loreto convent to minister 

in the slums in Calcutta.29 Many of these revivalists and missionaries at first tried to bring their 

innovations within the context of existing organizations. But after great resistance, they 

18

24 Howard A. Snyder, The Problem of Wineskins: Church Structure in a Technological Age (Downers Grove, IL: 
Inter-Varsity Press, 1975), 174. 

25 Rev. Rupert E. Davies, “Methodism,” Encyclopædia Britannica Online, 2014, http://www.britannica.com/
EBchecked/topic/378415/Methodism, (Accessed May 30, 2015).

26 Ruth Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya (Grand Rapids, MI: The Zondervan Corporation, 1983), 68. 

27 Charles Grandison Finney, The Autobiography of Charles G. Finney (Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House, Inc., 
1977), 70.

28 Janet and Geoff Benge, Hudson Taylor: Deep in the Heart of China (Seattle, WA: YWAM Publishing, 1998), 44. 

29 David Aikman, Great Souls: Six Who Changed the Century (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2003), 218.

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/378415/Methodism
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/378415/Methodism
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eventually discovered that there was no room for them in the old wine skin and reluctantly 

formed new organizations. Arthur Wallis writes:

 Many do not want to see any application of this parable beyond the immediate 
one of Judaism and Christianity. But its lessons are writ large across the pages of Church 
history. Our Lord was giving us a pictorial description of every subsequent movement 
of the Spirit resulting in the recovery of New Testament Christianity. The story of that 
first century, tragic as far as Judaism was concerned, has been repeated in so many of the 
later outpourings of the Spirit. Unable to embrace and assimilate the new thing God was 
doing, the old order gave way, first to jealousy—because heaven was crowning the new 
with blessing and success; then to fear—because it now felt its own existence threatened 
by that success; and finally to open hostility. 
 Most denominational churches, historic or otherwise, had their origin in a distinct 
movement of the Holy Spirit, involving not only a renewing of life, but a recovery of 
truth. But Mother Church rejected her offspring, and the new movement was either 
thrown out or compelled to withdraw, and thus a new expression of the church was 
born.30

 Mike Huckins describes the tension that comes between the old wineskins and new wine 

as inevitable:

Must [this tension] result in abandoning the old structures and creating new? 
Hypothetically, one can answer no; but realistically and in light of historical evidence, it 
seems one must answer yes. To the degree God's people "settle in" and become satisfied, 
to that degree will they be resistant to change, disconcerted at the "moving of the cloud."  
Yet, long term vision and planning require stability, and that very stability can lead to 
inflexibility.31

 More recently, the interaction of new wine and old wineskins can be seen through the 

formation of Youth With A Mission in the 1960’s. At first, YWAM founder Loren Cunningham 

started developing an interdenominational program to train and send young missionaries within 

the Assemblies of God structure. But after meeting resistance from denominational structures, 

the path forward became clear—he would need to resign to pursue the vision God gave him.32

19

30 Arthur Wallis, Rain From Heaven (Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, Inc., 1979), 89, 90. 

31 Huckins, 17.

32 Loren Cunningham with Janice Rogers, Is That Really You God? (Grand Rapids, MI: Chosen Books, 1984), 66.



 Just how often are similar stories repeated throughout history? What if Booth, Wesley, 

Finney and others had been actively supported by existing structures rather than resisted? Would 

there have been an even greater impact for the kingdom of God? For every new movement like 

these that persevered through great resistance, how many new movements never emerged 

because future leaders gave up?

 As we consider the future of YWAM, we must diligently guard our vision of missional 

innovation by young people so that it does not rigidify into complex structures and programs 

with little flexibility. Contrary to what we might expect, “the founder’s passion rarely translates 

to subsequent generations of leadership. Too often, the passions of the first generation become 

the preferences of the second generation and irrelevant to the third generation.”33As almost every 

movement has discovered, it is far too easy to lose our way, drift from our mission, and become a 

rigid institution.

20

33 Peter Greer and Christ Horst, Mission Drift (Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House Publishers, 2014), 99.



CHAPTER 4: LITERATURE REVIEW

 The tendency to drift toward institutionalization is strong. But much has been written on 

how we can stop the drift and revitalize innovation. This chapter focuses on the literature of 

innovation and its present role in organizations and addresses the questions, “What are some 

organizational traits that foster creative thinking and innovation? How may these traits be 

enhanced?”

Creating a Culture of Innovation: Organizational Traits that Foster Creativity

 In Good to Great, Jim Collins evaluated factors that enabled a small fraction of 

companies to transition from merely good to truly great. Most surprising in his research was that 

there were no “Aha!” moments that rapidly transformed these companies, but rather their 

transitions were comprised of a whole series of “interlocking pieces that built on one another.” 

When examined from the outside, great companies seemed to have “revolutionary 

breakthroughs. But from the inside, they feel completely different, more like an organic 

development process.”34 

  To develop and sustain organizations that are highly innovative, it is more important to 

draw together these interlocking pieces by creating the right culture rather than developing the 

right programs. Creating culture takes time and must be intentionally nurtured by leadership.35 

The following seven cultural traits emerge when we examine innovative organizations.

21

34 Jim Collins, Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap . . . and Others Don’t (New York, NY: Harper 
Collins, 2001), 168.

35 Shawn Parr, “Culture Eats Strategy For Lunch,” Fast Company, http://www.fastcompany.com/1810674/culture-
eats-strategy-lunch, (Accessed March 10, 2015).
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1.  Focus on the End and not the Means of their Mission

 Great organizations continually place the focus on the goal of their mission and not the 

individual programs and products they offer. By keeping the big picture in mind, they can more 

easily flex their strategies and programs based on changing conditions or the needs of society. In 

other words, great organizations are more focused on their outputs than their inputs. New York 

City’s Police Department demonstrated the dramatic power of this principle when they shifted 

their focus from input variables like arrests made or cases closed to output variables like 

lowering the crime rate. Over time, they saw double-digit declines in the crime rate.36 

 Therefore, a vital question that every organization must wrestle with is “What is our 

output?” or understood more simply, “Why do we Exist? What is our Mission?” In contrast, most 

business schools recommend first focusing on “What is our product?”

Leaders often first ask what, then move to how, and finally transition to why. That's a 
natural progression. But great innovators, according to Simon Sinek, a globally renowned 
consultant and author, start with why. This leads to how, and finally what.37 

 When we are driven by the why of our mission, we will discover great freedom in 

innovating new strategies (or whats) based on the needs of society. This is what made 

movements like the YMCA and the Salvation Army so impactful. They were driven by the why 

of their mission—to “meet the challenges of the social changes brought by growth of the cities 

and the Industrial Revolution.”38 Because they were driven by their heart for the poor, they were 

willing to take great risks and try new approaches to meet their needs. 
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 William Booth, who founded the Salvation Army, said, “God loves with a great love the 

man whose heart is bursting with a passion for the impossible.”39 This willingness to risk led 

them to pioneer many new ministries that transformed whole societies. For example, when 

people were suffering and dying in match factories, it was the Salvation Army who started a new 

factory to make matches from harmless red phosphorus. On top of that, they offered to pay 

people double what they were getting at the other match factories. Soon, England’s match 

making industry was turned upside down.40

 Historian J. Herbert Kane studied the Salvation Army and other faith missions and their 

affect on societies. His conclusion was that, “Most of the innovations of the twentieth century 

have been introduced by the faith missions . . . ."41

 Because the Salvation Army was devoted to the why of their mission and not the 

particular programs they invented over the years, it has enabled them to last many generations. 

Although they do suffer from some of the effects of the natural rigidity that develops over time, 

they continue to fight for the passion and vision that established their mission:

While Women weep, as they do now, I’ll fight; while children go hungry, as they do now 
I’ll fight; while men go to prison, in and out, in and out, as they do now, I’ll fight; while 
there is a poor lost girl upon the streets, while there remains one dark soul without the 
light of God, I’ll fight, I’ll fight to the very end!42

 When viewed from this angle, it is vital that we as YWAM continually keep our mission 

before us. Our mission is not to run good schools or ministries, but to empower and release 
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young people onto the mission field so that every person might hear God’s message of love and 

that every nation might experience His transformative power. We cannot measure our success by 

how broadly we multiply our current programs, but by how freely we adapt and create new 

methods, ministries and programs to fulfill the Great Commission. 

2.  Develop Transformational Leaders

 The Leader of the Future describes transformational leaders as those who embody moral 

values and are totally committed to the well-being of their followers and society as a whole.43 

Leaders who’ve experienced deep personal transformation naturally live by a strong moral code 

and demonstrate their changed lives by intentionally serving their followers.44 They do not see 

their followers as a means to fulfill their vision. Instead, they seek to release the gifts, talent and 

passions of those they lead so that their followers can experience fruitful lives. We could also call 

this people-oriented leadership.

 In the Bible, Moses exemplified people-oriented leadership. He was so committed to the 

people of Israel that he would sit all day helping them settle disputes. However, when his father-

in-law, Jethro, proposed a better way to handle these disputes, Moses gladly empowered other 

leaders.45 Moses demonstrated transformational leadership both because he listened to Jethro’s 

idea and because he empowered other leaders. 

 Transformational leaders are willing to sacrifice to serve others are not motivated by the 

need to be in charge. They lead because they wish to serve. Because of this, they gladly share 
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responsibility with other servant leaders because they know it is best for the people. 

Transformational leaders also intentionally lower the power and distance gap between 

themselves and their followers. They invite input from their followers, listen, include them in 

decision making, and seek for honest disagreements to surface. South Africa’s great reformer, 

Nelson Mandela, was deeply affected with these principles through observation of how his 

boyhood guardian, Chief Jongintaba, led:

There was never a vote on a matter or a determination of what a majority consensus 
might be. Either there was unanimity or decisions were simply postponed. Speakers of all 
ages and experience were invited to speak their minds openly, often criticizing sharply 
Jongintaba himself. ‘Majority rule was a foreign notion,’ Mandela reflected later on this 
period of his life. ‘A minority was not to be crushed by a majority.’ The chief himself 
would not speak until the very end of the meeting, after everyone else had had his say, 
and then he would try to guide the group to a unanimous decision or a decision to discuss 
the issue later.46

 The humility Jongintaba showed in sharing his opinion last naturally made room for 

those he led to share theirs. Because he was not determined to get his own way, but rather 

achieve consensus from the group, he created an atmosphere of trust where everyone knew that 

their thoughts were valued and wanted. This then led to open debates and conflict, a situation we 

sometimes fear in YWAM. However, Patrick Lencioni reminds us that without open, passionate 

debate over ideas, teams cannot discover the best solutions. This not only severely hampers their 

ability to innovate, but also lowers their commitment to whatever decisions they make.47 

 Peter Drucker pushes this thought even further:

If you have quick consensus on an important matter, don’t make the decision . . . . The 
organization’s decisions are important and risky, and they should be controversial . . . . 
Nonprofit institutions need a healthy atmosphere for dissent if they wish to foster 
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innovation and commitment . . . . Without proper encouragement, people have a tendency 
to avoid such difficult, but vital, discussions . . . . Finally, open discussion uncovers what 
the objections are. With genuine participation, a decision doesn’t need to be sold. 
Suggestions can be incorporated, objections addressed, and the decision itself becomes a 
commitment to action.48

 When a leader does not intentionally draw out the opinions, ideas and input of his team, 

their motivation and excitement for their job severely decreases. A recent Gallup poll determined 

that engaged workers are the number one contributor to fueling growth and innovation:

A highly engaged workforce means the difference between a company that thrives and 
one that struggles. When employees are engaged, they are passionate, creative, and 
entrepreneurial, and their enthusiasm fuels growth. These employees are emotionally 
connected to the mission and purpose of their work. When employees are not engaged, 
they are indifferent toward their jobs -- or worse, outright hate their work, supervisor, and 
organization -- and they will destroy a work unit and a business.49

 Through radical service, humility, and intentional inclusion of others’ input, 

transformational leaders raise team morale. Transformational leaders also know how to make 

everyone around them feel better about themselves, a character trait John Maxwell describes as 

charisma.50 Transformational leaders are genuine and generous with their encouragement. This 

culture of praise provides workers with the confidence to take risks and experiment. Charles 

Schwab summarized it best when he said, “I have yet to find the man, however exalted his 

station, who did not do better work and put forth greater effort under a spirit of approval than 

under a spirit of criticism.”51
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 In summary, transformational leaders can foster creativity by creating a culture that 

openly shares information, increases participation in decision making, removes expectations for 

conformity, encourages risk-taking, and praises creative accomplishments.52

3.  Promote the Freedom to Dream and Experiment

 Skye Jethani describes the powerful effect dreaming has on culture in his book, 

Futureville. 

 It is difficult to overstate the importance of the 1939 New York World’s Fair on 
the psyche of the country. One visitor recalled the poverty that dominated his Staten 
Island community at the time. “Everyone was poor, everyone looked poor, everyone ate 
poorly. It was a threatening, gray world, without much hope.” Against this dreary 
backdrop, he says, “the World’s Fair burst upon our lives with astonishing brilliance. 
Here was a whole new world set forth, a world of the future in which sheer physical 
plenty would be combined with grace and culture and art and beauty and technological 
achievement. We could hardly believe what we saw and heard. We returned again and 
again, reassuring ourselves that it was really there.
 In 1939, the nation’s vision of the future had been shaped by its dismal 
circumstances. The Great Depression had stolen its hope. But the New York World’s Fair 
offered an alternative vision of the future, one of beauty, order, and abundance. It kindled 
hope when people needed it most. The fair helped a beleaguered generation reinterpret 
their present maladies as a temporary condition on the journey toward a brilliant 
tomorrow.53

 As leaders encourage workers to dream, they cultivate the powerful emotion of hope. 

People begin to dream of what could be—of the impossible becoming possible. Their vision of 

the future fills them with life and the powerful motivation to create something new. Although 

dreamers are sometimes “mocked as impractical. The truth is they are the most practical, as their 

innovations lead to progress and a better way of life for all of us.”54
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 It is very significant that we cherish our young dreamers and the new ideas they produce. 

Leaders often possess a great deal of experience and may see a dozen ways that a new idea could 

flop. However, they must be cautious not to shoot it down because a “new idea is delicate. It can 

be killed by a sneer or a yawn; it can be stabbed to death by a quip and worried to death by a 

frown on the right man’s brow.”55 

 Further, it is dangerous to judge new ideas solely on how reasonable they sound. Tom 

Bloomer warns that experienced leaders can sometimes fall into the trap of rationalism by which 

they act as the judge of the word of the Lord to someone else and limit God’s desire to release 

new vision.56 We must remember that many of the new ideas that God releases sound 

unreasonable because they are fulfilled “not by force nor by strength” but by His Spirit.57 When 

we view new ideas through the lens of rationalism or our own experiences, we often forget that 

God “is able, through his mighty power at work within us, to accomplish infinitely more than we 

might ask or think.”58

 By giving dreamers the latitude to try new ideas, leaders offer them the chance to 

experience success. With each success, they will gain more confidence and will be more likely to 

share and try new ideas in the future. Gallup's research suggests that “leaders who want to drive 

growth through innovation should first create an environment that welcomes new ideas — and 

should make engaging employees a key component of that strategy.”59
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 Beyond welcoming new ideas, organizations can see a dramatic increase in creative 

thinking by encouraging a culture of rest. Some of the world’s most successful entrepreneurs 

continually churn out new ideas precisely because they regularly take time away to rest and 

reflect. For example, Bill Gates takes a week long reading retreat from Microsoft twice each 

year.60 We can also see a dramatic increase in innovation in regions of the world that have 

developed technologies that free up people’s lives from menial tasks.61 There seems to be a direct 

correlation between individuals and nations who have free time and their ability to innovate. We 

must also remember that innovation is really a push for change. The bigger the innovation, the 

more it can exhaust the very muscles people need to think creatively. It is hard to bring change if 

people are overworked. What looks like laziness or resistance to change is often merely 

exhaustion.62

 Finally, we must not dream alone. We must consider the role that God plays in releasing 

creative ideas as demonstrated through the story or George Washington Carver. Carver was born 

to slave parents in the United States in 1864. From a young age he loved nature and became 

known as the “plant doctor.” He knew that God had created the physical world and asked God to 

show him the secrets of the universe. God’s revelation began with something much smaller — 

the peanut. While a member of the faculty of Tuskegee Institute, Carver invented more than 300 

products from peanuts, including a YWAM staple—peanut butter! This work was deeply 

practical as many in his community were starving. “Carver was often heard to say, ‘The Lord has 
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guided me.’”63 Like Carver, we too must tap into the mind of the ultimate dreamer, God Himself, 

through prayer and intentionally waiting for His ideas if we are to release revolutionary 

innovations.64

4.  Encourage Risk Taking: Failure is an Option

 In a fascinating look behind the scenes of Google X, Jon Gertner explores how this top-

secret lab has created a culture of innovation that include projects like: “driverless cars, Google 

Glass, high-altitude Wi-Fi balloons, and glucose-monitoring contact lenses.” The aim at Google 

X is to take incredible risks on innovations that have a low probability of success, but could 

change the world. After meetings, executives wander outside to walk across waist high 

tightropes, an activity that is inevitably filled with plenty of falling, laughter and groans. The 

message—“When the leadership can fail in full view, then it gives everyone permission to be 

more like that.”65

 Increasingly, highly innovative companies are embracing failure. Roger Van Oech 

reminds us of the two benefits of failure, “First, if you do fail, you learn what doesn't work; and 

second, the failure gives you the opportunity to try a new approach.”66 Failure is a byproduct of 

experimentation — “the systematic testing of ideas” that “enables companies to create and refine 
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their products.” Without experimentation, without failure, it is impossible to produce any quality 

product.67

Organizations must first recognize that they can only win in the long run through 
innovation, and achieving an innovative culture is only possible in an environment where 
employees aren’t afraid to take risks that might result in failure. Organizations that get 
this understand that not only will they fail sometimes, but that doing so is imperative to 
survive over the long term.68

 Respected missions leader, Luis Bush of AD2000 and Beyond, wrote an article 

evaluating YWAM. He noted that YWAM’s decentralized structure “invites initiative, 

entrepreneurial risk, spontaneous responsiveness” which sometimes leads to “failed efforts.”69 

However, a high tolerance for risk and failure is embedded into the very core of YWAM’s vision 

to release young people into missions. 

 “An idea began to grow,” YWAM’s founder, Loren Cunningham explained. “God wanted 

to release the resources of youth for lay missions. Others objected. Youth were unreliable, 

uncommitted, and inexperienced, they said. But God had used Joseph, David and Esther as 

teenagers. And some of Christ’s disciples were very young when He had sent them out on short-

term missions in Luke 10.”70 And so, YWAM committed to empower and release youth into 

missions with all the risks that come with that territory.

 In 1998, Tom Bloomer interviewed YWAM’s Global Leadership Team (GLT) composed 

of 35 top leaders in the mission. His interviews first focused on the formative experiences that 

led these men and women to become leaders. 
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The overwhelming response, overtly stated in one way or another by thirty-two of the 
thirty-five members of the GLT, was that they got to be leaders by being put into 
positions of leadership . . . . Descriptors for this category include growth in 
responsibilities, thrown off the deep end, survival of the fittest.71

 Furthermore, Bloomer sought to determine whether the same experiences that formed 

their leadership journey were still practiced in the mission and whether there were currently 

greater or fewer opportunities for leadership emergence. Twenty-six of the 35 respondents felt 

that leadership emergence is becoming much more difficult in YWAM. They shared some 

reasons for why they felt this might be the case:

• “The people entering the organization are seen as coming to serve the leader’s 
goals, instead of the leader serving them and their dreams . . .  one of the big 
hindrances is instead of us serving the young people, we think they’re there to 
serve us and our vision.”

• “We have a reputation and now we’re afraid to diminish the name of the 
mission . . . ”

• “Well, there’s too much pressure. We’re too structured, and too centralized.”

• “We have a reputation that can be messed up. We care. Back at the beginning, we 
didn’t have a reputation and we didn’t know anything so we just went out and did 
it. Now there are more YWAMers everywhere who are worried about your 
mistakes.”

• “It’s harder. Because we’re older, we’re trying to be more professional and there 
are greater expectations of leaders now than there were. The expectations are 
much higher, therefore it’s more difficult for a younger person.”

• Bloomer noted, “Mentioned more than once were the tendencies to insecurity 
leading to the reaction of over-control and authoritarianism, and the lack of 
willingness to share authority and responsibility.” One leader said, “Too much 
control stifles vision faster than anything else.”72
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 For YWAM to walk in our inheritance, we must once again embrace the risk inherent in 

our call. Only through releasing young, inexperienced missionaries to fulfill the dreams of God 

will we see the future leaders of our mission emerge. We must take a serious look at our history 

and question whether today, we would release young Loren and Darlene Cunningham to start 

their first training school without any staff, or send young Jim and Pam Stier to pioneer Brazil 

without any support. Are we willing to let young people fail so that they might learn to succeed?

 Bloomer concludes, “YWAM has been known for new initiatives; but unless a major new 

initiative is undertaken in leadership accountability, and soon, the organization will likely 

experience increasing stagnation followed by decline.”73

5.  Include Young People in Decision Making and Release Them Into Leadership

 Bloomer finishes his analysis with this powerful statement:

 The most important leadership emergence factor, cited by an overwhelming thirty-
two of the thirty-five respondents, was that they were prepared for leadership by being 
put into leadership. 
 In other words, if YWAM wants leaders, put young people into leadership! Stated 
negatively, YWAM will not have more leaders by keeping people out of leadership.
 Schools, mentoring, study programs, and other types of preparation are all very 
well and good, but they can never take the place of trusting a young person and putting 
them out there far enough so that their leadership potential is pulled out of them through 
the circumstances . . . .
 In addition, personality traits give no foolproof clues as to who needs which 
preparation, and real indications as to leadership potential will not become clear until the 
young person is in the midst of a situation that demands leadership. So in one sense, 
inadequate preparation of young leaders is understandable: it is by definition almost 
impossible to predict in advance who will need what in order to be prepared. This 
dilemma is probably one reason that most organizations, including certain segments of 
YWAM, tend to over-prepare and under-release . . . 
 Part of the tension on the GLT is that many who were thrown out on their own to 
sink or swim did in fact swim; their leadership gifts emerged because the stresses of their 
situations pulled them out. Their testimonies confirm what leadership theory posits in this 
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domain, that, as Charles Handy says, “leaders must be given the time and space to prove 
themselves.”74

 Although the overwhelming majority of the GLT felt that it was more difficult for young 

people to become leaders in the mission today, many of them also said that releasing young 

leaders is one of their most fulfilling tasks.75 This passion for young leaders is very significant in 

releasing innovation for YWAM throughout the 21st century.

 The Millennial Generation coming into YWAM today were all born between 1980 and 

2000. They are the largest, most educated and diverse generation yet and are referred to as “the 

first global generation.” Frances Hesselbein describes why:

 The reach of technology and ease of global travel have magnified the creativity of 
their dreams in many ways. The digital and social media movement from traditional cable 
to Facebook and Twitter put them in touch with the rest of the world . . .  They developed 
networks of friends who were not neighbors . . .  but from faraway parts of the world. 
They may never meet these friends face to face, yet the connections are highly influential 
upon their lives. They have developed a global sensibility, which is why I often refer to 
Millenials as the first global generation.76 

 Hesselbein describes the young leaders she meets as “driven, generous, and globally 

minded self-starters. They see the world differently, with a relentlessly positive attitude . . . .”77 

These young leaders crave mentors, guidance and tools to help them pursue their dreams to make 

the world a better place. In many ways, millennials are showing many of the signs of being the 

next great generation. Because they grew up with the world as their neighborhood, it is natural 

for them to think in different ways than any generation that preceded them. They are more open 
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and aware of a diversity of perspectives and more connected to other cultures which gives them 

an advantage in more naturally combining ideas to discover new innovations. Further, they are 

planners often developing “detailed five- and ten-year plans” for their future while still in high 

school.78 There is great wisdom in intentionally including this emerging generation in decision 

making and releasing them to lead.

6.  Intentionally Increase Diversity

 Innovation is rarely a truly original idea. It has much more to do with the combination of 

two or more ideas. When you draw together people of different ethnicities and backgrounds, the 

richness of diverse perspectives can build upon each other to create new innovations.79 Scott 

Page’s research explains how diversity fuels innovation. When team members are too alike, they 

tend to approach problems in the same way and get stuck at the same spots. But when a team 

views a complicated problem from different angles, they are much more likely to discover an 

innovative solution.80

 In The Difference Dividend, Charles Leadbeater shares many examples of innovation that 

have emerged from immigrants in the United Kingdom. He suggests that blending people of 

different ethnic backgrounds will lead to greater innovation:

First, immigrants are outsiders who can often challenge the establishment with ideas that 
might have huge potential value. The diversity of ideas and insights that immigrants bring 
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make a society richer. Second, closed and homogenous societies . . . can become myopic 
and prejudiced and so fail to spot vital ideas that come from unusual sources. 81 

 Abraham Kuyper concluded that innovation and human development steadily increase in 

cultures that blended or “commingled” with other cultures versus cultures that isolated 

themselves.82 Cities in particular are boiling pots for creativity because of the high concentration 

of diverse cultures. Unleashing this innovation “requires an open culture—one that does not 

discriminate, does not force people into boxes, allows us to be ourselves, and validates various 

forms of family and of human identity. In this sense, culture operates not by constraining the 

range of human creative possibilities but by facilitating and mobilizing them.” 83

7.  Promote Strong Friendships that Freely Share Ideas

 As mentioned earlier, a great idea very rarely emerges in a breakthrough “Aha!” moment. 

Usually, it first emerges as a hunch. This hunch needs time to incubate and often lies dormant for 

several months or years until it collides with another hunch. Often, this collision happens through 

people sharing their hunches with each other. In the age of enlightenment, coffee houses became 

the venue for sharing ideas which led to many breakthrough innovations. More recently, 

technology and travel improvements (phones, automobiles, TV, airplanes, computers, internet, 

etc.) have provided multiple avenues for people to reach out and discover new ideas. This 

increased connectivity allowed for wide-ranging opportunities for innovation which could 

explain the recent rapid growth of science and technology.84
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 A key strategy for increasing the discovery of breakthrough innovations, therefore, is to 

create real life and virtual platforms for team members to share ideas. General Electric CEO Jack 

Welch took it a step further by establishing the practice of boundarylessness—“the ability to 

work up and down the flow charts, across functions and geographies, with customers and 

suppliers (Stewart 1993, 41). No team, department, or group is permitted to see itself as an island 

(Gangel and Sullivan 1994, 68-9).”85

 Beyond formal strategies of real life and virtual platforms, the value of community life 

and friendship cannot be overstated. Gallup’s research discovered that:

About three-fourths of engaged employees (76%) strongly agreed with the statement “I 
have a friend at work who I share new ideas with.” On the other hand, only 2 in 10 
actively disengaged employees (21%) strongly agreed that they have a friend at work 
with whom they share new ideas. Clearly, friendships do play a significant role among 
engaged employees when it comes to setting the stage for idea creation and refinement.86

 In our context, although many young people are initially attracted to YWAM because of 

vision or ministry, community life is what keeps them in the mission. Their friendships offer a 

place for fun, encouragement and support as well as a natural outlet for ideas.87 Leaders should 

encourage staff and students to share ideas with one another without feeling the need to get 

permission first from departments or leaders. In this way, YWAM can apply the principles of 

“boundarylessness” espoused by Jack Welch and will experience increased grassroots 

innovation.
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CHAPTER 5: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

 This research study explored YWAM’s cultural health in regards to innovation and the 

traits necessary to discover and implement new ideas. Factors such as gender, cross-cultural 

ministry, age, and leadership position were weighed comparatively to see how well individuals 

felt they could innovate. The goal of the research was first to help YWAM identify segments of 

our population that felt hindered in their ability to share, discover and implement new ideas. 

Second, the goal was to identify bright spots in our mission where people freely innovate so that 

we can multiply the methods and practices they use to other locations. Third, the research aimed 

to highlight peoples’ perceptions of the emerging generation of young people (age 18-25) and the 

challenges they face in leadership emergence and innovation.

Methodology and Research Questions

 The research was collected through online surveys offered in three languages — English, 

Spanish and Portuguese. The primary target group for the surveys was current YWAM staff, 

although some YWAM students and alumni (former staff or students) also completed the survey. 

The survey included both multiple choice and essay questions.

 The first set of questions was designed to identify the demographics of the person taking 

the test for the purpose of comparison to others with similar backgrounds as well as those of 

different backgrounds. Questions in this section included:

• Gender

• Age

• Nationality

• YWAM Operating Location
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• Length of Service in YWAM

• YWAM Staff, Student or Alumni

• Leadership Role

 The second set of questions aimed to identify how frequently the respondent gets and 

shares new ideas. Questions in this section included:

• How often do you get an idea to improve an existing ministry or start something 

new?

• With whom do you feel comfortable sharing your ideas?

• How often do you share your ideas?

 The third set of questions explored how comfortable respondents feel to share ideas at 

their operating location, as well as their perception of others’ willingness to encourage and 

champion their ideas. Questions in this section included:

• What keeps you from sharing your ideas?

• At your operating location, how well are your ideas listened to, encouraged, 

championed and implemented?

 This section was followed by a series of essay questions that explored their perception of 

what their location was doing well to promote innovation as well as ideas for how their location 

could become more innovative. It also explored the question of leadership emergence and 

challenges they faced or still face in becoming leaders.

 The final section of the survey was a set of multiple choice character traits from which 

respondents were asked to identify qualities of the emerging generation of young people in 

YWAM (age 18-25). The list of qualities included 21 positive traits and 7 negative traits. This 
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question was intended to see how positively or negatively the respondent viewed this generation 

and its correlation to other questions on the survey.88

Survey Creation and Collection Procedures

 The survey was created using a web-based form creator known as Jotform. A personal 

invitation to take the survey was sent to friends and acquaintances in my YWAM relational 

network as well that of my co-researcher, Marjolein Coghi. A template message was adapted and 

personalized and included links to the surveys and a request that they share it with a couple of 

other YWAM friends. The template message read:

Hi (name),
 I was wondering if you could do a small favor for me? I'm working on getting my 
Executive Masters in Leadership with the University of the Nations and I'm researching 
YWAM's culture of innovation for my thesis.
 Would you mind filling out a quick anonymous online survey for me about your 
time in YWAM? I hope to gather at least a thousand responses from a diverse range of 
ages and nationalities serving around the world. 

• English Survey - http://form.jotformpro.com/form/50568019292963
• Spanish Survey - http://form.jotformpro.com/form/50620628812956
• Portuguese Survey - http://form.jotformpro.com/form/50645318871964

 Also, if you're up for it, could you forward this to a couple of other YWAM 
friends to see if they could fill it out too?
Thanks! Hope all is well,
Paul

 Because the message was personalized and primarily sent through Facebook, we received 

a very high response rate. Also, because we asked people to share it with a couple of YWAM 

friends, we experienced a bit of viral spread of the survey beyond our own personal YWAM 

networks. 

 It should also be noted that we also attempted another method of collecting responses to 

the survey. We sent a message to several YWAM leaders asking them to invite staff at their 
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operating location to take the survey. This method met with mixed results. Some leaders were too 

busy to send it out to their staff. Others sent it out, but because this method was less personal, 

few staff at their location filled out the surveys. However, some leaders with whom we had the 

strongest personal connection really worked hard to collect responses from their locations.

Demographics

 Over the course of approximately six weeks, we 

collected 530 responses to the survey. Respondents varied 

in age from 18 to over 65 with the highest number of 

respondents between the ages of 26-35. Forty percent of 

respondents were male and 60% were female. 

 They were from 41 countries and from every 

populated continent. However the majority (61%) were 

from the United States. They serve in 158 YWAM 

Operating Locations in 48 nations. The full list of 

countries and YWAM operating locations who took the 

survey can be found in Appendix B and C. 

 At least 35% of respondents are serving in a cross 

cultural context, while 60% are serving in their home 

country and 5% are serving in an unidentified context. 

Seventy-seven percent of respondents are full time staff, 

15% are alumni (former staff or students), and 8% are 

students. Respondents also come from a wide range of 
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missions experience with 30% having served two years or less. 

 One hundred and seventy-nine respondents have no current leadership role in the mission 

while the other 351 carry one or more of the following roles:

• 43 are base leaders

• 69 (non base-leaders) are on a base leadership team

• 87 are department leaders

• 101 are ministry leaders

• 75 are YWAM teachers

• 25 are involved in international YWAM leadership

• 75 serve in another unidentified leadership role

 It is important to note that although there is a wide diversity of responses collected in this 

survey, the research should not be interpreted as representative of the global YWAM family 

because there were many locations unable to take the survey due to limited internet access, 

unawareness of the survey, or unavailability of the survey in their native language.

Frequency to Get and Share Ideas

 When asked about how often they get ideas to improve an existing ministry or start 

something new, the majority (59%) responded that it only happened once a month or less. The 

vast majority of those surveyed said they share their ideas with others at least sometimes (43%) 

or often (43%). The remaining responses were split between rarely (8%) and always (7%). Only 

one person said they never share their ideas. 

 Charts were created for how often different groupings get ideas and for how often they 

share ideas. For charts of how often they get ideas, a response of “once a year” converted to 0% 
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at the bottom of the chart. “Once a month” equaled 25%. “Once a week” is 50%. “Once a day” is 

75%. And “several times per day” converted to 100%. Charts 

for how often they share their ideas had a similar layout with 

“never” equaling 0% and other responses increasing 25% 

before peaking at 100% for “always.” These charts are 

examined in the Innovation Index section later in the study. 

What Hinders You From Sharing Ideas?

 When asked what factors kept them from sharing 

ideas, respondents selected the following options from a list 

(ranked from most selected to least):

• Nothing (I feel very free to share): 41.3%

• Lack of confidence in the idea: 26.2%

• People are too busy: 22.5%

• Negative reactions of others: 20.8%

• I feel intimidated: 8.1%

• We just don't talk about new ideas much: 7.9%

• Fear: 7.5%

 Overall 41% feel very free to share ideas while 59% feel some sort of hindrance holding 

them back. Beyond the hindrances selected from the list, 78 people (15%) wrote in other 

hindrances. Common themes were identified from their comments. Several of these themes 

strongly corresponded with the principles gleaned in the literature study. These comments should 

perhaps carry a greater weight because they were unprompted responses. 
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 Seventeen people mentioned they preferred to wait for the right timing to share their 

ideas. Although there can be wisdom in waiting, it would seem that a better understanding of 

how innovation emerges from the combination of ideas might encourage people to be more free 

in sharing ideas and less worried that they need to figure everything out first. Some of the 

comments included:

• “I tend to try to flesh out the idea first and figure out all the details and steps to 

make it happen before sharing it with others.” (S 288)

• “I like to problem solve the application of the idea before sharing. I won't often 

share an idea if I calculate the cost and I either deem it impractical or untimely. I'll 

wait until the opportune time to implement the idea before sharing it unless God 

tells me to share it earlier.” (S 337)

• “I want to make sure it's a God idea and not a me idea. I want to get confirmation 

from the Lord to share before sharing.” (S 303)

 Ten people mentioned that they felt a strong responsibility to do any idea that they 

shared. As a result, they often held back ideas that they didn’t know if they had the time or means 

to implement. A common practice in YWAM tends to place the responsibility for implementing a 

new idea on the shoulders of the one who shared it. Although there are definite merits to this 

practice, we must find ways to draw ideas out of people before considering who should 

implement them.

• “The primary reason for NOT sharing the new idea/vision is I feel a responsibility 

in implementing it.” (S 525)
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• “I feel strongly about putting action to an idea. So if I can't afford the time to put 

action to my idea, I usually won’t share it.” (S 457)

 Nine people mentioned that they felt hindered because of a leadership style that 

emphasized the leader’s vision and made it difficult for others to add their input. They didn’t feel 

that their location encouraged a participative style of transformational leadership described in the 

literature review. Some of these comments included:

• “I feel that it’s not easy to share because of the management pattern—leadership 

dictates and the others listen. It discourages open-minded conversation and 

healthy growth as individuals and ministries.” (S 225)

• “In my experience, some leaders were not receptive to ideas that were not their 

own. My last base in particular was rarely ever receptive.” (S 268)

• “Sometimes I refrain from sharing because I know it won't be taken seriously or 

even considered by leadership.” (S 28)

 Other hindrances included a lack of excitement at their location for new ideas (10 

comments), people are too busy (8), and their ideas have been rejected in the past (7). 

The Innovation Receptivity Index

 Next, respondents rated their location’s receptivity to innovation on a scale of poor, fair, 

good, very good, and excellent. These selections were then converted to a percentage and graphs 

were created. A response of poor corresponded with 0% on the scale. Fair was 25%. Good was 

50%. Very good was 75%. And excellent equaled 100% on the scale. 

 The four innovation indicators they rated were how well their ideas were listened to, 

encouraged, championed by leaders, and implemented. Their percentage ratings in these four 
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categories were then averaged to create the Innovation Receptivity Index. This index was then 

used to compare how those of different demographic categories (such as age, experience, cross 

cultural ministry, and leadership position) felt about their ability to innovate at their location.

The Age Factor: How Different 
Age Groups Feel About Their 

Ability to Innovate

 All age groups fell in the 

range between good and very good 

in their assessment of their 

location. The 18-20 year old 

category scored highest on the 

innovation index, although it 

should be noted that only 37% of 

respondents in this age range are 

currently staff. The rest are 

students and alumni. 

 There is a 7% drop from 

that high point to the next age 

range (21-25) and it basically stays 

low until people hit their forties, 

fifties and sixties. This drop raises 

significant implicational questions 

n = 530
Figure 4: The Age Factor: Innovation Index
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for our YWAM centers. What 

expectations are we creating for 

young people to be able to walk 

out their dreams during their entry 

level DTS program? And what are 

the challenges they hit in their 

twenties and thirties that bring this 

discouragement?

 When comparing the frequency 

these age groups get ideas, it is relatively similar across the board at around 35% (between once 

a month and once a week) with the highest frequency in 26-35 year olds and the lowest rate in 

those over 65. However, there is a steady rise when looking at the frequency people share ideas 

that peaks in their early sixties before again dipping. It seems that an intentional focus to draw 

out ideas from the younger age 

groups would help YWAM take a 

big step forward in innovation. 

The Experience Factor: How 
Length of Service Affects 

Perceived Ability to Innovate

 Similar to the age groups, 

all experience groups reported their 

base culture as slightly better than 

good for innovation. Those with more 
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than 20 years experience came in over 

3% higher than the next highest 

experience group (0-2 years). Those 

with 3-5 years experience reported a 

major dip of 4% lower than any other 

experience level.

 The rate people get ideas was 

relatively similar across the board 

with the biggest jump in the 11-20 

year range reporting a 42% rate (or 

close to once a week). The rate for 

sharing ideas steadily rose before 

peaking in the 11-20 year experience 

range at 69%.

The Cultural and Gender Factors

 YWAM missionaries serving 

in their home country reported 1% 

higher on the Innovation Index than 

those serving cross-culturally (58% compared to 57%). The difference between cross-cultural 

and native missionaries in how often they get and share ideas was also negligible. Both reported 

getting ideas slightly more often than once a month (Native = 37%, CC = 36%) and sharing 

some of these ideas (Native = 62%, CC = 63%).
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 The gender difference on the Innovation Index also showed a negligible difference with 

women reporting their perceived ability to innovate 1% higher (58% compared 57%). However, 

men reported a 7% higher frequency for both getting and sharing ideas. Men reported getting 

new ideas almost once a week at 

41% compared to women reporting 

a frequency of closer to once a 

month at 34%. Men were also 

more likely to share ideas (66% 

compared to 59%).

The Leadership Factor: How 
Leadership Position Affects 

Perceived Ability to Innovate

 Respondents with no 

leadership position rated their 

ability to innovate 7% lower than 

any category of leader. Among 

those with leadership positions, 

ministry leaders reported the 

lowest ability to innovate at 59% 

while base leaders felt quite free to 

innovate at 69% (See Figure 10). 
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 Those with no leadership 

position also get and share ideas 

the least frequently while base 

leaders had the highest frequency 

for both getting and sharing ideas. 

Interestingly, there was a dip in the 

frequency for getting new ideas for 

those on the base leadership team 

who are not base leaders (See Figure 12).

Attitude Toward Youth: How Perception 
towards this Generation (age 18-25) May 

Affect Innovation

 In the final section of the survey, 

respondents reflected their perception of the 

younger generation (age 18-25) by choosing five 

words from a list of 21 positive and seven 

negative traits. Since there were three times as 

many positive options, selection of negative 

words counted minus three while positive words 

counted plus one. Respondents could also write in 

other descriptors for this generation which 

counted plus one for positive and minus one for 

negative. 
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Figure 13: Attitude Towards Youth & the 
Innovation Index. Bottom chart shows 
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 Each person was then given a score that reflected their overall view and analyzed 

together with others who felt similarly in three categories — very negative, neutral and very 

positive. There were 150 people who felt very negative toward this generation (average score of 

-8.67), 231 people who were neutral (-0.81), and 147 people who felt very positive about this 

generation (5.14). 

 In Figure 13, you will see that striking similarities between how people felt toward youth 

and their own ability to innovate. This data may suggest possible strategies to improve 

innovation at YWAM locations by focusing on YWAM’s Foundational Value number six to 

“Champion Young People.” 89

Suggestions to Improve Innovation at YWAM Operating Locations

 Participants were surveyed in an open ended question about their suggestions for how to 

improve innovation at their location. Common themes were identified from their comments. By 

far, the most common suggestion from 66 people was for YWAM locations to facilitate more 

brainstorming platforms through live discussions, online forums and suggestion boxes.

• “We should spend more time casting and sharing vision with one another and 

listening to a large range of ideas from different people on how to improve, 

create, etc . . . all the while having people feel like they were heard and played a 

part in reaching the goal.” (S 43)

• “We could have quarterly ‘idea sessions’ where students and staff could come 

together and share new ideas that they have with each other. I think having 
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students give input could be key to this because they bring fresh eyes to the base 

and the mission.” (S 498)

• “We should share ideas in staff and community meetings and online forums 

(Facebook, etc.).” (S410)

 The second largest category of responses (39 responses) expressed a desire for leaders to 

spend more time listening to ideas from staff and students and involving them in the process of 

defining vision for the base. This correlates with principles of transformational and participative 

leadership from the literature review.

• “Listen to staff, create room for innovators, encourage apostolic 

entrepreneurship.” (S 177)

• “Become more open to everyone's ideas definitely, not just the ones that the 

leaders are keen towards.” (S 369)

 Thirty-seven people mentioned the need to specifically empower young people and their 

ideas.

• “We should champion the young and their new ideas even if they don't work out. 

Then we should talk with them about what went well or poorly and help them 

improve their ideas and learn from failure.” (S 174)

• “We should listen to the young ones coming up, empower them to fulfill their 

dreams, and encourage hearing the word of the Lord in the whole process.” (S 

193)

 Twenty-nine people commented that we should encourage people to take risks and 

remove the fear of failure.
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• “We should be willing to take more risks. We should allow the fresh faces to make 

changes and have dreams without being shut down (often due to a fear of others 

reactions/offending the last person working on the project).” (S 83)

• “I think we need to be more comfortable with new things being a bit messy and 

possibly failing. This would encourage more people to step out. We also need 

some of our long-termers to be OK with new people trying ideas that have been 

done before. They might work this time.” (S 495)

 There were also many other suggestions which are categorized according to the number 

of times they were mentioned in Table 1.

n = 530
Table 1: Other Suggestions to Increase Innovation. (Please note: There were a few additional comments 
that had less than five responses and aren’t listed.)

More Staff Networking with 
other ministries, 
churches, local 
community & 

YWAM 
locations

More Prayer / 
Hearing from 

God

Train in use of 
media and new 

technology

Restructuring 
(remove 

departmentalism
, bureaucracy)

Build stronger 
relationships 

and friendships 
within our 

YWAM location

24 19 18 14 14 13

Greater buy in 
to do work with 

excellence

Slow Down, 
Rest, Dream

Value the 
Individual & 
their Dreams

Clarify Roles & 
Improve 

Communication 
between 

Departments

Coaching to 
Help People 
Fulfill their 

Vision

More Frequent 
Evaluations 
(Verbal & 
Written)

12 11 11 10 10 9

Leadership 
Development

Creativity 
Training

More Resources 
& Facilities

More 
international 

staff & leaders

Bigger Vision & 
More vision 

casting

Entrusting More 
Responsibility

8 7 6 6 6 5

Multiply the Bright Spots: YWAM Operating Locations Performing Above the Norm

 Respondents were separated by their operating location to evaluate how their location 

was doing compared to the average score on the Innovation Index of 57%. Figure 11 charts the 
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performance of the 15 operating locations who had the most responses to the survey. These 15 

locations are in Asia, Australia, Latin America, North America, and the Pacific although the 

actual names of the locations have been withheld to protect anonymity and avoid the effects of 

harmful comparison. No location in Africa or Europe had the minimum number of responses to 

be analyzed in this portion of the study. 

 Seven of these 

locations performed 

better than normal 

while the other eight 

performed below 

normal. The seven 

locations performing 

above average were 

then analyzed based on 

their response to the 

open ended question: “What is something your location has already done to make room for 

people to innovate?”90 Common themes were identified from their comments. The goal was to 

identify what these bright spots are doing so that it can be multiplied to other locations. 

 Interestingly, the top performer in this section of the study was also the most ethnically 

diverse YWAM location to take the survey. Location J scored thirteen points above average and 

featured respondents from eight different countries (none of which had more than four 

n = 530
Figure 14: How YWAM Operating Locations Scored 
on the Innovation Index Compared to the Average.
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responses). This aligns with information from the literature study that links ethnic diversity to 

increased innovation. Several elements emerged from Location J that were not mentioned in any 

of the other bright spots and are worth highlighting here — specifically rotating team leadership, 

frequent intercession, and giving people something to lead.

• “We always create in teams — whether it is lesson plans, choreography for 

upcoming outreaches or other projects. We have different people take turns 

leading different projects so that we are all co-submitted to one another in 

different areas of ministry and service around the base.” (S 391)

• “We work in teams (a lot) to share, brainstorm and implement ideas. We have 

times where ideas are generated. Intercession three times a week is also a place 

and space for idea generation. We try to build our relationships so we would be 

comfortable with one another and voicing out opinions.” (S 440)

• “We give people responsibility over an event, ministry or area and see how we 

can develop it with appropriate coaching and guidance.” (S 395)

 These practices closely align with the principle of unity and diversity as discussed in 

Chapter 2. For this very diverse location, it is significant that they function in team leadership 

and take turns leading different meetings or projects. Through this practice, they are able to draw 

out the variety of gifts and perspectives while avoiding some of the hindrances of cultural 

differences and entrenched leadership positions. It is also significant that they specifically 

focused on building friendships so they could freely share with one another. And finally, they 

seem to focus on developing leaders specifically by giving people something to lead. All of these 

practices would be worth exploring in more detail to multiply to other locations. 
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 From the other six bright spots come the following themes organized by the frequency 

with which they appeared. The top response mentioned by 29 people emphasized 

transformational leadership that is easily approachable, listens, and welcomes new ideas as the 

key to their innovation:

• “Our base director encourages creativity and cultivates a culture of valuing and 

supporting the pioneering of new things.” (S 337)

• “Leaders make themselves available whenever needed to discuss, encourage, give 

guidance, etc.” (S 374)

 Twenty-three people mentioned that their location provides specific forums to share, 

discuss, pray through, and launch new ideas:

• “We have a planning time each year where each department shares their vision for 

the new year. This gives each department time before the base leadership to talk 

about their ideas, for the leadership to encourage them, and for collaboration to 

occur as well.” (S 498)

• “We have implemented a place for new ministries to start and grow called the 

greenhouse.” (S 461)

 Seven people mentioned excellent communication within and across departments as a 

key to their innovation. Surveys, offsite retreats, evaluations, and regular morning meetings were 

mentioned as significant to these communication and planning systems. 

 Five people highlighted the significance of a green light approach to new ideas:

• “Too much to write here. We have pioneered lots of ministries and new schools 

based on vision shared by many people.  Our base leader champions us in this.  I 
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have personally pioneered two schools, three seminars and my ministry.  We run 

leadership & pioneering schools and seminars.” (S 340)

• “We have given people time in their schedules to begin new ministries in different 

parts of the city especially areas we haven't previously reached out to.” (S 295)

 Other comments included training programs for innovation (4 comments), vision casting 

(3), empowering young people to lead (2), and emphasizing strong relationships (2).

Hindrances for Leadership Emergence and Innovation for the Younger Generation

 Earlier in this chapter, we examined how people who have been in YWAM for 3-5 years 

feel the greatest hindrance to innovate. Of the 86 respondents in this experience range the vast 

majority were either 21-25 years old (47%) or 26-35 years old (40%). 

 We are now going to zoom 

in on this target group and their 

response to the open-ended 

question, “What is the greatest 

challenge you faced (or still face) 

to become a leader?” Common 

themes were identified from their 

comments to help evaluate any 

correlation between the challenges of 

leadership emergence and innovation.

 By far, the top response from 25 people was that fear, insecurity and a lack of confidence 

were the greatest challenges they faced in becoming leaders. 

n = 530
Figure 15: The Experience Factor: Innovation Index 
(highlight added)
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• “The leadership of the base is very, very open for new people to come and lead. 

But what stopped me for a long time and sometimes still stops me is fear.” (S 309)

• “Growing in confidence — overcoming fears, insecurity, self-doubt. Not being 

concerned with what people think of me.” (S 194)

• “Confidence in myself and feeling like I could make mistakes and my leaders 

would still help me and champion me.” (S 43)

 The next greatest challenge people faced in becoming a leader was a character issue that 

needed improvement. Twelve people specifically highlighted areas they needed to grow in like 

humility, dependence on God, unselfishness, not being easily offended, patience, and self-

control.

 Five people mentioned that they lacked mentorship and coaching to informally train them 

to become leaders while only three people mentioned the desire for formal leadership training. A 

few of the other areas mentioned were: 

• The challenge to get noticed by existing leaders (3 comments)

• Lack of room for new vision (3 comments)

• Lack of room for new leaders because all positions are taken (2 comments)

• Inflexibility for their location to change (2 comments)

• More experience (2 comments)

• Other miscellaneous reasons (14 comments)

Interestingly, only seven of the 86 respondents who have 3-5 years of experience mentioned they 

did not desire to become leaders. 
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 The only striking similarity between most people’s journeys to become leaders at this 

experience level is that they lacked confidence. Interestingly, the top hindrance people felt for 

sharing their ideas was also lack of confidence. Confidence can be instilled both through spoken 

affirmation and encouragement as well as through the experiences of trying new things and 

succeeding. By placing a greater emphasis on affirmation and appreciation of gifts and talents, 

and intentionally providing more opportunities for new staff to try new things, YWAM could see 

the emergence of more leaders and innovators. We will take a deeper look at this in Chapter 6.

Suggestions for Further Research

 The findings left certain questions unanswered that would provide fascinating topics for 

further research. For example, in both Figure 4 and Figure 7, we discovered that young people 

begin their journey in YWAM with great aspirations to discover and fulfill their dreams and with 

a great perceived freedom to innovate. However, by the end of their first two years in the 

mission, they experience a significant drop in their perception of their ability to innovate. 

 This drop raises questions such as: what expectations are we creating for young people to 

be able to walk out their dreams during their entry level DTS program? What challenges are they  

hitting in their twenties and thirties that discourage their progress for discovering and sharing 

new ideas? What locations are seeing young pioneers (especially in their first five years in the 

mission) successfully launch out to do new things at their location or other locations around the 

world? Why are these operating locations experiencing this success? How can their practices be 

multiplied to other locations throughout the mission?

 The parallel between what keeps people from both becoming leaders and sharing ideas 

also raises interesting questions. Further research could also be done on the roots and symptoms 
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of this lack of confidence in young YWAMers as well as how older YWAMers overcame this 

hurdle. It would also be fascinating to study how this target group (primarily made up of 21-25 

year olds) performs in other sectors such as business, education, or other faith organizations and 

non-profits. Is self-confidence a typical hurdle? How are other organizations addressing it? 

 Finally, I believe that this survey was an excellent starting place to explore YWAM’s 

current openness to innovation and that administering it to a broader, more culturally diverse 

spectrum of YWAM would yield great insights into our future as a mission. The survey process 

revealed a few tweaks that should be made to some of the questions to render more insightful 

and accurate results. These adjustments should be made before spreading the survey to others. 

For example, questions and scales related to how frequently people get and share ideas could be 

reworded to make it easier to chart the data.

• The first question in this series could read: “Based on a scale of 0-100 with 0 

being less than once a year and 100 being several times a day, how often do you 

get ideas to improve an existing ministry or start something new?” The survey 

tool could be a scale that respondents can slide to any position from zero and 100.

• The second question in this series could read: “Based on a scale of 0-100 with 0 

being less than once a year and 100 being several times a day, how often do you 

share ideas to improve an existing ministry or start something new?” The survey 

tool could be a scale that respondents can slide to any position from zero and 100.

 The questions from which we created the innovation index could also be similarly 

reworked as follows: “Please rate the following categories based on how receptive your YWAM 

operating location is to your ideas. Use a scale of 0-100 with 0 being very poor and 100 being 
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very good.” Then we could list the four categories of “listened to,” “encouraged,” “championed 

by leaders,” and “implemented.” Each of these four categories could also have a survey tool that 

respondents can slide into any position from zero and 100.

 After adapting the survey, it could be administered at an international YWAM gathering 

with a more diverse representation of the global YWAM family to uncover more bright spots of 

innovation across the mission as a whole. We could also employ the help of statistics experts to 

help identify further correlations among variables such as people’s attitudes toward young people 

and innovation, or hindrances to share ideas and leadership emergence.
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CHAPTER 6: CREATING WITH GOD

Focus on Strengths Development to Build Confidence and Spur Innovation

 Near the end of Chapter 5, we discovered that the primary challenge young people have 

in becoming leaders is lack of confidence. Lack of confidence was also the top reason (selected 

by 26.2% of respondents) that hinders people from sharing their ideas. Self-confidence is grown 

as people experientially learn what they are good at and are affirmed and encouraged in those 

areas of strength. 

 A recent Gallup study points to a single common denominator between the most 

innovative companies—the right culture. If YWAM truly desires to become a radically 

innovative movement for generations to come and avoid the demise of institutionalization that 

ends most movements, the key is to focus on developing the right culture for innovation to thrive 

rather than developing the right programs. 

 Gallup’s research showed that a focus on strengths development is a key factor in 

developing an innovative culture. In Gallup’s surveys, 54 percent of those who agreed that their 

organization is committed to building their strengths also said their job brings out their most 

creative ideas. In contrast, from those who did not feel that their organization developed their 

strengths, only 10 percent felt their job brought out their most creative ideas. 

 Gallup’s research also uncovered a connection between an organization’s focus on 

strengths development and their leaders’ receptivity to new ideas. 

Fifty-eight percent of respondents who said that their organization is committed to 
building the strengths of each associate also said that their employer encourages new 
ideas that defy conventional wisdom. Among respondents who disagreed that their 
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employer was committed to building strengths, only 9% strongly agreed that their 
employer encourages ideas that defy conventional wisdom.91

 When we focus on strengths, we recognize that each person is created supremely unique 

and that their best contributions can only emerge if they are encouraged to operate in their 

strengths and bring forth their unique ideas. This will simultaneously build their confidence and 

spur innovation for the mission while keeping YWAM from getting stuck in ruts of conventional 

wisdom. 

 As confidence begins to rise, we will also see people sharing ideas more freely. Gallup 

researchers studied the connection between a strengths-based work environment and idea sharing 

among co-workers. Fifty-six percent of respondents who said their organization is committed to 

building their strengths also said that they feed off the creativity of their co-workers. And 75 

percent of this same group also said they have a friend at work with whom they share ideas. In 

contrast, from those who felt their organization was not committed to building their strengths, 

only 14 percent feed off the creativity of their coworkers and only 38 percent have a friend at 

work with whom they share ideas. 

 In Figure 6, we saw that younger generations 

were far less likely to share ideas than older 

generations. Table 2 combines these younger 

generations to show that those from ages 18-35 

reported getting new ideas three percent more frequently on average than those ages 36-65, yet 

they were nine percent less likely to share those ideas. Through building a strengths based 

culture, we will see young people grow in self-confidence and in their assurance that their 

Age Get Ideas Share 
Ideas

18-35 38% 59%

36-65 35% 68%

n = 518
Table 2: The Age Factor: Innovation Index
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leaders believe in them through the affirmation that is associated with strengths based cultures. 

This will dramatically increase their likelihood to share ideas.

 To build a strengths based culture, YWAM locations could frequently incorporate 

strengths evaluation tools like Gallup’s StrengthsFinder or temperament tests like Meyers-Briggs 

to evaluate people’s unique gifts. Leaders could attend workshops to learn how to draw out their 

team members’ strengths and intentionally affirm them. And leaders could intentionally try to 

catch people “doing something right” so that they can praise them.92

 Leaders could also seek God and spend time listening to individuals for the “distinctive 

contributions and callings” of every person on their team.93 And staff teams could cultivate a 

culture of encouragement through frequently sharing strengths they notice in one another. These 

practices closely align with YWAM Foundational Value 14 to value every individual94 and flow 

from the principles of unity and diversity discussed in Chapter 2.

Release Young People to Enter the Risk Zone

 When YWAM founder Loren Cunningham was six-years old, he committed his life to 

God. Immediately, he “wanted to share his newfound love for Jesus with everyone he met. 

Sometimes at night he lay in bed tying to figure out how to tell the whole world at once! He 

wished he could put big black rocks on the moon that spelled out the words, ‘God is Love.’”95

 This longing for the whole world to experientially know Jesus is at the very heart and 

soul of YWAM. From six-year old Loren we can also see that YWAM’s DNA is infused with the 
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willingness to try anything, no matter how impossible it seems—even writing on the moon with 

big black rocks. 

 Although six-year old Loren couldn’t figure out how to write on the moon, it didn’t stop 

him from telling everyone he knew about Jesus’ love. 

Instead of putting rocks on the moon, Loren organized a group of kindergarten and first-
grade students to meet together in the Sunday-school bus parked behind the church. For 
days they gathered there each afternoon when school was over. One by one the children 
followed Loren’s example and prayed for Jesus to come into their hearts and take their 
sins away . . . .96

 We see two more elements of YWAM’s DNA. First, we do the possible and trust God for 

the impossible. Six-year old Loren couldn’t write on the moon or go to the whole world at that 

point, but he could tell his friends. So he put his faith to action.

 Second, young people can change the world! Loren was six. Thousands of other six year 

olds have gone as missionaries through YWAM programs like King’s Kids. I was nine years old 

when I went on my first King’s Kids trip without my parents. And in all my years of ministry 

since, my King’s Kids years are some of my most treasured and fruitful memories.

 YWAM exists to empower and release young people into missions. Loren wrote, “Often 

the young and inexperienced hear God most clearly, for they do not yet believe that it can’t be 

done!”97 If Loren is right, then it will often be the youngest among us to whom God entrusts the 

most impossible dreams. Our job as leaders is to hear those dreams and give young people the 

freedom to step into the risk zone. Certainly, there is the possibility of failure when they do so. 

But what baby ever learned to walk without falling many times? Our job as leaders is to give 
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them the freedom to try. If they fail, we can be there to pick them up, brush them off, help them 

learn from their failure, and then get them back out there to risk again. As our young people take 

risks while we cheer them on, we will be amazed again and again by the faithfulness of God and 

the fulfillment of His impossible dreams.

 Last August, YWAM took a very significant step in our commitment to release young 

people. Nearly 400 YWAMers from over 65 nations met in Singapore for a historic YWAM 

gathering. Through this gathering, YWAM adopted the Singapore Covenant Renewal as a 

response to God’s work in our midst. We reflected back on God’s original call on YWAM as 

expressed through the vision He gave Loren:

Suddenly I was looking at a map of the world, only the map was alive and moving! I 
could see all the continents, and waves were crashing onto their shores. Each wave went 
onto a continent, then receded, then came up further until it covered the continent 
completely. The waves became young people—kids my age and even younger—covering 
all the continents of the globe. They were talking to people on street corners and outside 
bars. They were going from house to house and preaching the Gospel. They came from 
everywhere and went everywhere, caring for people. Then just as suddenly as it had come 
the scene was gone.98 

 In the Singapore Covenant Renewal, we noted there were two key elements to this vision 

that we must never lose:

 First of all, it was all about youth, something unheard of in mission practice at 
that time. Therefore we recommit ourselves afresh to champion young people and to do 
all that we can to deregulate missions, so that all may be included in God’s kingdom 
purposes. We affirm our unqualified commitment to obey you, God, as you lead us to 
birth fresh, entrepreneurial initiatives in the Spirit in order to accomplish Great 
Commission goals. We will eagerly pioneer new things in new ways and encourage 
others to do the same as we listen to you, obey you and co-create with you those 
transformational activities which minister to the needs of the least, the last and the lost.
 Secondly, it was about waves. It is about recurring and ever-expanding waves, 
each one building on that which had gone before. These waves came from every 
continent and went to every continent. All were involved; all were impacted. Therefore 
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we commit ourselves to the alls and everys of the Great Commission. We commit 
ourselves to go where we are not, including all people, using every God-inspired strategy 
to reach each and every person on earth with the proclamation, God, of your truth and the 
demonstration of your love.99

 Through this significant covenant renewal, we see that unless YWAM continues to send 

young people to do new things in new ways in the places “we are not,” then we are experiencing 

mission drift and approaching the stagnation of institutionalization that is the demise of most 

movements. Further, to the degree that we release young people to enter the risk zone, we will 

also address the greatest hindrance they feel in becoming leaders and innovators—confidence. 

They will learn things about themselves that no personality or strengths test could ever uncover. 

And their confidence will soar as they see God do the impossible through them. 

 As we view young people through God’s eyes, we will gain an increasingly positive 

outlook on this generation. We will see them through the eyes of faith and the potential they 

represent. And perhaps, this will release innovative ideas for countless others at our locations as 

we experience the correlation between innovation and perception of this generation displayed in 

Figure 13.

 Finally, we must go beyond allowing young people to take risks. We must put them into 

leadership. We must have them lead departments, schools, and base leadership teams. Young 

people are not just YWAM’s leaders of tomorrow. They are the leaders of today. Tom Bloomer 

concluded his research on leadership emergence with the following thoughts from his interviews 

of YWAM’s Global Leadership Team:
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 The most important leadership emergence factor cited by an overwhelming thirty-
two of the thirty-five respondents, was that they were prepared for leadership by being 
put into leadership. 
 In other words, if YWAM wants leaders, put young people into leadership! Stated 
negatively, YWAM will not have more leaders by keeping people out of leadership. 
 Schools, mentoring, study programs, and other types of preparation are all very 
well and good, but they can never take the place of trusting a young person and putting 
them out there far enough so that their leadership potential is pulled out of them through 
the circumstances.100 

 Giving young people leadership responsibilities does not necessarily mean that older 

leaders must give up their own leadership responsibilities. There is great value in having 

multigenerational leadership teams. But, as we make room for vision to expand at each of our 

locations and incorporate the dreams of those God sends us, there will be an ever increasing need 

for more leaders. On top of that, numerical growth will also increase the demand for leadership. 

Jethro’s words to Moses remind us that wise leaders divide the weight of leadership amongst 

many God-fearing people making them leaders over “one thousand, one hundred, fifty, and 

ten.”101 It is only as we spread the weight of responsibility by empowering young leaders that we 

will see their confidence rise and their gifts emerge.

 Through the story of Moses’ successor, Joshua, we discover that there may be no better 

way to instill confidence in emerging leaders than by giving them something to lead. Joshua had 

over 40 years of leadership preparation while he served Moses. He had the advantage of wisdom 

and experience that came with getting older and observing an amazing leader. But it was not 

enough! He still faced the primary challenge of almost all emerging leaders—his own self-doubt. 

 On Moses’ final day with Joshua, he exhorted Joshua to be “strong and courageous” in 

his leadership of Israel. Then God commissions Joshua with these exact same words four more 
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times. Finally the whole nation of Israel echoes the challenge for him to be “strong and 

courageous!”102 But it wasn’t until Joshua actually started leading that we see his courage rise. 

After God parted the Jordan River and collapsed Jericho’s walls, Joshua knew that the same God 

who was with Moses would be with him too. He became so convinced of this truth through his 

experiences as a leader that he later infused his entire nation with confidence.  

 “Don’t ever be afraid or discouraged,” he told Israel on the day they defeated the five 

southern kings. “Be strong and courageous, for the Lord is going to do this to all of your 

enemies.”103

 As we consider how to release young people into increasing levels of leadership 

responsibility, we can apply an invaluable leadership development practice from the responses of 

Location J in Chapter 5. Location J emphasized team leadership that rotated the point person for 

a project based on gifting and character. As we pull young people into leadership teams, we can 

have them take the point at different times without needing to carry the full weight of 

responsibility for every area. By doing so, we can engage them in leadership far earlier in their 

development. This will develop them more quickly and strengthen our teams to produce more 

creative solutions than teams with a single leader. Further, according to the Apostle Paul, it will 

allow us to observe them and give them the chance to gain respect from others in their 

community and to experience “increased confidence.”104
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Creating Spaces, Times and Platforms to Share Ideas

 American Family Insurance has set up an interactive exhibit in Madison, Wisconsin 

called the “Dream Bank.” Visitors tour through this former bank now filled with warm colors, 

cozy furniture, and huge themed areas all designed to help them discover their goals and 

passions. Displays are interactive and tactile offering visitors the chance to express their dreams. 

One exhibit provides the opportunity to plant and take 

home a potted seed as a way to visualize how their dream is 

progressing. Another exhibit uses touch screens to display 

five steps of dream discovery and fulfillment. This exhibit 

ends at a wall of keys. Each visitor may take two keys and 

write their dream on a tag attached to them. They can then 

deposit one key in the bank vault and take the other key 

home with them. Eventually, the key they deposited is hung 

from the dream chandelier (see figure 16).105 

 This interactive space demonstrates a recent 

phenomenon among organizations. Increasingly, they are 

focusing on physical environments to fuel creative thinking 

and idea sharing.106 As YWAM centers create more 

interactive and creative spaces, we will see a rise in our 

creative thinking. 

Figure 16: The Dream Bank 
interactive exhibit in downtown 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA.
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 We should also create informal conversation spaces that encourage people to hang out 

and dream together. History reveals that the coffee houses in the Age of Enlightenment and the 

Parisian salons of modernism were engines of creativity “because they created a space where 

ideas could mingle, swap, and create new forms.”107 YWAM centers must intentionally consider 

what spaces we are creating at our facilities for relationships to deepen and ideas to swap. Often, 

the most creative ideas will arise through informal conversations around couches, not desks.

 Time and rest are also important considerations to cultivating a culture of innovation. The 

potential for innovation is very high in YWAM because many locations live in community and 

therefore have plenty of time for informal interaction outside of work hours. We must recognize 

that physical and mental rest are key components to creativity. If staff or students are overworked 

or exhausted, they will be unlikely to innovate in their free time because they have used up the 

very mental muscles they need to think about change.108 We must make sure that work loads are 

fulfilling, not overwhelming, and that staff have the mental and emotional margin to create.109

 However, all the time and spaces in the world will not necessarily produce innovation. 

Formal strategies will play a key role in developing informal cultures of innovation. In Chapter 

5, sixty-six people suggested that their location could become more innovative by facilitating 

more brainstorming platforms through live discussions, online forums and suggestion boxes. 

This suggestion outnumbered any other suggestion by a margin of almost two to one. Clearly, 

YWAMers long for more time to share ideas and create together. This practice was also highly 
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mentioned as a key for innovation at some of our “bright spot” YWAM locations. Leadership 

teams should consider how to frequently host “dream sessions” for people to share ideas and 

dream together. As YWAM centers incorporate more of their formal meeting times toward 

dreaming together, they will see a rise in people informally getting and sharing ideas in their free 

time.  

 We must also consider how to further capitalize the internet and YWAM gatherings for 

innovation. Historically, increases in innovation parallel the rise of connectivity.110 International 

groups can be formed using Facebook and other online platforms around areas of passion like 

human trafficking or leadership development. Users can cross-pollinate ideas they are trying at 

their location with users on the other side of the world.

 YWAM Gatherings like the University of the Nations Workshop or the YWAM Family 

Gathering also provide an invaluable space for ideas to mingle and swap. Often, the greatest 

benefit of these gatherings is not what happens up front in formal presentations but rather in the 

informal conversations around the snack table.

Green Means Go: Pilot Programs

 The bigger that we grow as YWAM, the more likely we are to develop systems and 

programs to do things more efficiently. Seeking excellence is a valuable goal. However, as the 

authors of How Organizations Learn point out, organizations designed for efficiency look 

completely different from those designed for innovation. They suggest that organizations who 
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greatly desire efficiency (or doing something well for the millionth time) need a separate branch 

that focuses on innovation.111

 Innovation starts with an “idea generator” or “idea champion.” The idea generator is 

usually a “low-level person who experiences a problem and develops a new response to it.”112 

Because this person often lacks influence in the organization, they need a “sponsor” who takes 

up their cause and promotes the idea. Sponsors are typically middle managers. And because 

many new ideas are disruptive to an operating organization’s efficiency, they ultimately need an 

orchestrator (top-level leader) who can handle the politics of the situation, “protect idea people,” 

and “promote the opportunity to try out new ideas.”113 They concluded that, “innovating and 

operating are fundamentally opposing logics. The less the dominant culture of the organization 

supports innovation, the greater is the need for separation”114 so that new ideas don’t get snuffed 

out before they can be tried.

 Leadership teams need to ponder how difficult it is for new ideas from “low-level” 

people to gain traction at their location. We must train our “midlevel” managers to be idea 

spotters and sponsors, not just efficiency monitors. We must also consider how to simplify our 

processes and limit litmus tests before ideas are tried out. Often, the only way to discover the 

validity of a new idea is to experiment. 

 Perhaps a key to innovation is for YWAM centers to intentionally encourage “Pilot 

Programs” so that new ideas can be tried out in a friendly environment separated from the same 
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levels of quality control and efficiency necessary for more established programs. This seems to 

align with the practices of certain bright spot YWAM locations in Chapter 5 who take a green 

light approach toward new ideas. Respondents from these locations felt that their YWAM centers 

allowed them to experiment and try out new ideas which ultimately led to the development of 

many new programs. As testified by these bright spot locations, increased experimentation and 

the freedom of trial and error will produce the fruit of great innovation and new ministries. 

The Starfish and the Spider

 Hierarchy is clearly one of the greatest challenges “idea generators” face as espoused in 

How Organizations Learn. The greater the hierarchy, centralization and size of an organization, 

the harder it is for new ideas to launch. We can see a vivid example of the challenges of 

hierarchy from the life of Mother Teresa.

 In 1946, Mother Teresa experienced a “call within a call” while on a train ride from 

Calcutta to Darjeeling. “I was quietly praying when I clearly felt a call within my calling,” she 

said. “The message was very clear. I had to leave my convent and consecrate myself to helping 

the poor by living among them. It was a command.”115 Her sense of God’s presence was so 

strong in this call that she once said, “I was sure this was the voice of God. I was sure He was 

calling me.”116 

 Despite Mother Teresa’s 18 years of exemplary service in her mission and clear guidance 

from God, it took almost three years for her request to work its way up the chain of command to 

get special permission from Rome so she could work outside the walls of the Loreto convent.117
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 She began her work with the poorest of the poor in the slums of Motijhil in Calcutta, 

India. Soon others joined her. Their work spread from schools for children in the slums, to 

hospice care for the dying, medical care for lepers, and adoption services for orphans. She 

formed a new order known as the Missionaries of Charity and waited patiently for the ten-year 

probation period to pass so she could multiply her work into other locations in India.118 

 By 1960, the Missionaries of Charity had passed the probationary period and were 

receiving requests from all over the world to open homes in other countries. But to meet these 

requests, the Missionaries of Charity needed recognition from Rome as an order of “pontifical 

right.” It took another five years before the “long examination process” finished and the Vatican 

finally gave their approval.119 

 Mother Teresa’s experiences are not an isolated case. History is filled with examples of 

struggles between entrepreneurial innovators and centralized, hierarchical organizations. Ori 

Brafman and Rod Beckstrom uncover a brilliant solution to this challenge in their book, The 

Starfish and the Spider. They argue that organizations fall into two categories: traditional 

“spider” organizations which have a rigid top-down hierarchy and revolutionary “starfish” 

organizations which “rely on the power of peer relationships.”120 

 Unlike a spider, a starfish doesn’t have a head. All its major organs are replicated in each 

of its arms. If one of its arms are cut off, a new arm will grow in its place and the displaced arm 

will often grow a whole new starfish. Decentralized starfish organizations don’t rely on a leader, 

hierarchy or headquarters. When leaders do emerge, they usually have very little power over 
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others. Instead they lead by example and influence. Members of the organization are free to 

make their own decisions. Although norms or rules may exist, they are not enforced by any one 

person. Knowledge and power are spread among all the members across geographic regions.121 

This allows starfish organizations to grow and mutate rapidly responding to localized needs 

without waiting for a response from centralized leadership. 

 Starfish organizations are held together by freedom and trust and stand on the five legs of 

the starfish: 

• Circles (independent groups of equal members who share common values and 

norms)

• Catalysts (who start circles and pass on leadership to the members of the circle)

• Shared Ideology

• A preexisting network from which they build their membership

• Champions who relentlessly promote new ideas  

 Starfish organizations are usually chaotic and hard to explain. Often you can’t even 

number their membership. But members are filled with passion and everyone wants to 

contribute. And if you attack a starfish organization or try to cut off the perceived head, two more 

catalysts will pop up in his place. 

 YWAM clearly fits the description of a starfish organization. From the very beginning, 

Loren and Darlene Cunningham have treated everyone as equals. They saw their first students as 

leaders believing God would bring in the gifts for their “circle” to thrive from their student body. 

They immediately entrusted these students with leadership responsibilities. And because students 
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were treated as equals, they longed to contribute. Students became staff multiplying the ethos of 

freedom and trust and our membership grew rapidly. Soon, new circles (YWAM locations) 

formed as catalysts rose up to pioneer them. Countless people from preexisting networks of 

churches around the world fed into the YWAM network and a starfish movement was born.

 We must embrace the strengths of our starfish heritage. We must not fight ambiguity 

through trying to create unnatural structures or centralization. We must give people freedom to 

hear God and obey, to step out and try bold new ventures, to go and do what no one has done 

before.

 There was a time when we slowed our growth as YWAM. We moved in the direction of 

spider organizations and institutionalization. We established regions and regional leadership and 

required permission before launching new circles. But it was not a fit for God’s call on us as a 

mission. Now, through the grace of God, we are recognizing the uniqueness of our calling and 

making bold moves to preserve our starfish heritage by deconstructing all international 

leadership. Now, we no longer must seek the approval of a “head” over a geographic region 

before we start a new circle (YWAM Operating Location or ministry). Each circle stands 

independent, yet similar because of our shared values and DNA. Each circle can innovate based 

on local needs and send out new catalysts to pioneer to the ends of the earth.

 As we take these steps, we recognize that the future is hazy. Mist surrounds our feet and 

covers our pathway. We do not know what lies ahead. But we walk forward confident that God 

will be with us just as He always has. On this journey into the future, we choose to embrace a 

powerful truth of the Great Reformation—the priesthood of all believers. We choose to embrace 

the risk that one or more of our members may get it wrong so that the many more might have the 
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freedom to get it right. We choose to throw open the doors of risk, innovation and growth so that 

every person in every nation might experience God’s truth and love. 
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CHAPTER 7: PROPOSED ACTION — LAUNCHPAD

 Although there are many conclusions to draw from this research, there is perhaps no 

greater factor affecting the future of our movement than our perception of young people and our 

willingness to let them take risks and lead. We can see their confidence rise through expressing 

our belief in them, asking them to lead, and drawing out their gifts, ideas, and dreams. Although 

much of this depends on cultivating the right culture at our YWAM centers, there is great power 

in developing intentional programs to strategically address this issue. 

 I plan to develop a leadership development internship by the spring of 2016 called 

Launchpad. Launchpad will target those who are new to our mission (six months up to five 

years) and will seek to infuse YWAM DNA, revelation of strengths and gifts, discovery of 

vision, and the confidence to share ideas, take risks, and lead.  Launchpad internships will last 

nine months and will qualify for 36 credits in the College of Christian Ministries. 

 The curriculum and program activities will be centered on the premise that YWAM’s 

movement blossomed because young people were given the freedom to innovate and become 

experientially qualified leaders in response to the word of the Lord. Therefore, YWAM’s 

movement will flourish to the degree that we instill this same freedom in our next generation of 

leaders. Interns or “Launchies” will be treated as equals and will be given many opportunities to 

lead.

The Heart Behind Launchpad

 Fifty years ago, one man stood in the shadow of the Lincoln memorial and declared his 

dream. He declared that hotbeds of oppression would become shelters of freedom and justice. He 

declared that one day his children would no longer be judged by the color of their skin, but by 
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the content of their character. He declared that his nation would rise from the ashes of injustice 

and fulfill it’s destiny — “all men are created equal.”

 His words echoed through “every village and hamlet, every city and state,” until finally 

with great pride, his people shook the shackles of injustice and let freedom ring. That man was 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and his “I Have a Dream” speech became the seed of liberty for 

millions of oppressed people across America.122

 What is it that makes great people rise? Where do they come from? Are they born that 

way? Or do they emerge from ordinary people through the trials of life because of gritty 

determination?

 Like Dr. Marin Luther King, Jr., every young person has a dream. They may not be able 

to declare it so clearly or powerfully. But like his dream, their dream is embedded deep in their 

hearts. It is a seed that they cannot ignore. And like the parable of the mustard seed, this dream is 

meant to grow into the largest of trees and bring freedom, justice, hope and love to a world in 

desperate need. 

 Launchpad turns visions to plans, plans to action, action to greatness. Greatness isn’t 

learned in a classroom. Greatness is learned in the face of adversity through one ordinary choice 

at a time. Launchpad is designed to walk alongside young people through life’s tough choices. 

We want to infuse determination, initiative, and wisdom deep into their character so that their 

dreams become the seed of liberty for many around the world. 

 We want to help them take their next step in missions no matter where God has called 

them. Through Launchpad, we will create with them a model of ministry that they can take 
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wherever they go. We'll give them key tools that they need to succeed long term. And we will 

provide them with support, ongoing personal discipleship and coaching. 

Launchpad Phase One: Local Leadership Internship

 Launchpad’s three phase internship will primarily center on the methodology that many 

of life’s most valuable lessons are learned first by doing, then evaluating the effects of that action 

and finally developing & enacting a creative action plan. Only Phase One and the last few weeks 

of Phase Three will incorporate some of the elements of traditional lecture-phase classroom 

sessions. However, these classroom sessions will only be three days a week and will incorporate 

a high degree of discussion and evaluation of the lessons Launchies are learning through their 

leadership experiences.

 Phase One will last for nine weeks (April 8-June 11, 2016). It will focus on developing 

the characteristics young leaders need to grow their confidence and their ability to pioneer and 

sustain new works like strengths and gifts development, practice of spiritual disciplines, 

initiative, long-term planning, hearing God’s voice, fundraising, budgeting, time management, 

risk-taking, perseverance, leaning into local, and innovation.  

The Role of the Flex Schedule in Phase One

 During Phase One, we will have a scheduling workshop every Monday in which 

Launchies will learn how to prioritize their time and plan their weeks. Figure 17 shows a typical 

weekly schedule. The majority of their schedule (every “flex time” slot) is planned by the 

Launchies through the innovative flex scheduling process. This is meant to build initiative in 

their lives and transition them from school schedules where almost everything is planned for 

them to missionary and life schedules where almost nothing is planned for them. 
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Figure 17: Typical Weekly Schedule for Phase One Incorporating Flex Scheduling.

Mon May 5 – Fri  May 9,  2014 (Central  Time)Launchpad Daily Schedule

Worship & 
War fa re
12pm -  1 :15pm

Worship
8:15am -  9 :
1 5 a m

Class

9:15am -  12:
1 5 p m

Huddle

8:15am -  9am

Class
9am -  12pm

Lunch
12:15pm -  1pm

Lunch
12:15pm -  1pm

Lunch
12:15pm -  1pm

Lunch
12:15pm -  1pm

Creative 
Intercession
8:15am -  9 :
1 5 a m

Class

9:15am -  12:
1 5 p m

Flex Time 
Workshop
1pm -  2pm

Lunch
1:15pm -  2pm

Dinner
5:30pm -  6pm

Dinner
5:30pm -  6pm

Dinner
5:30pm -  6pm

Dinner
5:30pm -  6pm

Dinner
5:30pm -  6pm

Flex Time
1pm -  5 :30pm

Flex Time
1pm -  5 :30pm

Budgeting 
Workshop
1pm -  2pm

Flex Time
2pm -  5 :30pm

Flex Time
2pm -  3 :30pm

Flex Time
6pm -  9pm

Flex Time
6pm -  9pm

Flex Time
6pm -  9pm

Flex Time
6pm -  9pm

Flex Time
6pm -  9pm

Flex Time
7am -  12 :15pm

Flex Time
7am -  12 :15pm

Flex Time
7am -  8 :15am

Flex Time
7am -  8 :15am

Flex Time
7am -  8 :15am

Bringing 
Beauty 
Project
2pm -  5 :30pm

Phase 3 Prep 
Workshop
3:30pm -  5:
3 0 p m

Mon 5 /5 Tue 5 /6 Wed  5 /7 Thu 5 /8 Fr i  5 /9
7am

8am

9am

12pm

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

FLEX SCHEDULING

 Our intention is not that they fill all flex time hours, but that they include a minimum of 

the hours below. We will encourage them to think of their days in three segments (morning, 
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afternoon and evening) and plan to devote two of those segments to work or ministry and one to 

rest (leisure, hobbies, friendships, reflection, etc.).

1. Local Outreach = 2 hours (+ transport)

2. Community Responsibilities = 5-6 hours

3. WIRE (Week in Review Exercise) = 1 hour

4. Prayer Walking = 1 hour + transport

5. Communication/Fundraising = 2 hours

6. Research Project = 4 hours

7. Coaching = 1 hour (+½ hour prep). Once a week, Launchies will interact with 

one of our staff in a missional coaching relationship. Coaches facilitate growth in 

the areas of goal setting, networking, problem solving, and active decision making 

by asking questions to help Launchies identify action steps.

8. Relational Research = 1 hour (+transport)

9. Quiet Time = 5 hours

 The following elements are also important to consider:

1. Self Care = exercise, sleep, medical, etc.

2. Member Care = investing in the well being of their coworkers.

3. Relationships = family, friends, etc.

4. Stewardship = cleaning their house, laundry, etc. 
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Assignments 

 Launchies will do the following assignments multiple times during Phase One:

1. WIRE (Week in Review Exercise) — each week they will write a journal entry 

as a way to evaluate what they are learning through their experiences. This journal 

entry will be uploaded to an online project management system called Basecamp. 

Launchies will be expected to read each other’s journal entries and respond to at 

least two of their peers with written comments. These journal entries will be 

formulated through consideration of the following four questions:

• Launchies will review their week with God and ask Him for one thing that 

happened that He would like them to learn more about. In a few words, 

they will give a memorable title for this event. 

• They will describe the event and what effects it had on themselves, others, 

God and/or their environment.

• In a few words, they will identify what theory or principle they can draw 

from this.

• Considering their theory, they will identify action steps they would like to 

try in the next week to test the validity of their theory or principle in a new 

circumstance? This will encourage active experimentation to try out new 

ideas and learn through doing. 

2. Research Project — they will have weekly benchmarks to complete toward a 

research project and presentation on the people they are passionate about helping.
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3. Phase Three Preparatory Assignments — during their weekly Phase Three 

workshop, they will identify assignments to plan their Phase Three Internship, 

such as contacting hosts, finding flights, etc. 

4. Additional Assignments from Speakers

5. Lead Intercession — they will lead our community in intercession using 

whatever creative format they think appropriate and making every effort to 

deviate from a predictable, monotonous style.

6. Host a special brunch — they will plan all elements of a brunch for the 

Launchpad community, plus invite several outside guests. Launchies should 

consider budget, decoration, menu, cleanup, and activities in hosting this brunch. 

This will be one of many ways they grow in hospitality throughout Launchpad. 

  Launchies will also complete the following assignments once during Phase One: 

StrengthFinders test, Meyer’s Briggs personality test, motivational gifts test, and a fivefold 

ministries gift test. They will also have weekly missions completed in pairs such as prayer walks, 

local outreaches that they identify and develop, and relational research (interviews of local 

people, pastors, and YWAM staff to learn about the city and develop leaning into local). Each 

mission will also require them to treat Madison as their mission field facing the same obstacles 

they will face in future mission fields. They will need to learn how to get local transport, make 

contacts, and do effective contextualized ministry without the help of our Launchpad staff. 

Launchpad Phase Two: Youth Leadership Internship

 The Youth Leadership Internship will last for ten weeks (June 12-August 13). Throughout 

the summer months, youth groups will come to Madison to attend our summer Mission 
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Adventures programs.123 Launchies will function as the leadership team with different members 

taking the point at various times based on gifting and the word of the Lord. They will teach, lead 

teens on outreaches into the city, plan and lead international trips, facilitate hospitality and meals, 

and run leaders’ meetings for youth pastors—all of which will grow their leadership ability. 

Launchpad staff will help them plan Phase Two through a process of waiting on God, creative 

brainstorming, experimentation and trial and error of each of the major elements of Mission 

Adventures: teaching, outreach, ministry times to participants, and fun activities.

Launchpad Phase Three: Project Development Internship (PDI) 

 Phase Three will last 17 weeks (August 14-December 10). We will send them out as 

individuals or small teams to intern locations around the world for the first 14 weeks. Their 

intern locations will be customized and planned by them during Phases One and Two to fit their 

area of passion and calling. 

 As they serve their intern locations, their vision will grow and they will develop practical 

strategies for how to walk out their calling. They will have weekly Skype meetings with their 

coach back in Madison to discuss how their internship is going, what God is teaching them and 

how it relates to their long-term vision.

 Launchies will spend the final three weeks of their PDI back in Madison debriefing and 

developing their long term plan for their next steps through a Project Planning Workshop (similar 

to the workshop offered in YWAM’s Leadership Training Schools). 
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Launchpad: Letter to Participants

 Welcome to Launchpad! We trust that you are as excited as we are for what God has in 

store for us over the next eight months. You are in the midst of an exciting time in your life. It is 

filled with unknowns. Some look at the unknown with nervousness or fear. But others see the 

unknown as adventures yet to be encountered, treasures yet to be uncovered and wisdom yet to 

be discovered.

 As you walk into the unknown, we encourage you to be bold and courageous. Walk hand 

in hand with God. And do not be afraid to make mistakes. The same God who led Joshua across 

the Jordan River will also lead you into your promise land. If you make mistakes along the way, 

don’t worry. Your God is big enough to get you back on track and bring the maximum out of 

your life.

 This internship is more about discovery than it is definition of your long-term call. 

Expect God to show you unique aspects about your personality and strengths, to give you 

significant mission encounters and most of all to share with you the secret, deep places of His 

heart reserved for those who chase hard after Him.

 Launchpad is built upon the premise that many of the most valuable lessons in life are 

learned by first doing, then evaluating the effects of that action and finally developing and 

enacting a creative action plan. This style of experiential learning sometimes takes longer. But it 

is actually the same way that we learn how to walk or talk. And the lessons you learn this way 

will become a part of you that stick with you forever.

 With this approach in mind, we have intentionally limited our classroom time. We do 

believe there are invaluable lessons to learn from those who have walked the road before us. And 
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we have invited men and women of excellence to share their wealth of expertise as guest 

speakers. They will impart as much as you are willing to absorb. But we also know that many of 

your greatest lessons will be learned through experience as you take risks and lead.

 We expect that God will do exceedingly more than we could ask, dream or imagine 

during these next nine months. We, your staff team, are here to serve you. So if you need help, 

prayer, counsel, friendship, or anything at all, please don’t hesitate to ask. May the Lord 

challenge and delight your heart during this internship!
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APPENDIX A: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH SURVEY
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APPENDIX B: RESPONDENTS CULTURAL CONTEXT OF ORIGIN AND SERVICE

Country of Origin Number from that 
Country

Number Serving 
in Their Own 

Country

Number 
Serving Cross 

Culturally

Unknown 
nature of 
service

Australia 5 1 4 0

Barbados 2 1 1 0

Belgium 1 0 1 0

Brazil 15 7 8 0

Canada 29 5 20 3

China 1 0 0 1

Colombia 9 6 3 0

Costa Rica 12 8 3 1

Cyprus 1 0 1 0

Denmark 2 0 2 0

El Salvador 2 1 1 0

Estonia 1 1 0 0

Fiji 1 0 1 0

Finland 2 0 1 1

French Polynesia 1 0 1 0

Germany 16 2 14 0

Ghana 1 1 0 0

Guatemala 3 3 0 0

Hong Kong 2 2 0 0

India 5 3 2 0

Japan 3 1 2 0

Malaysia 1 0 1 0

México 20 17 2 1

Nepal 1 0 1 0

Netherlands 13 2 9 2

New Zealand 5 0 5 0

Nicaragua 4 2 2 0

Norway 6 2 4 0
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Country of Origin Number from that 
Country

Number Serving 
in Their Own 

Country

Number 
Serving Cross 

Culturally

Unknown 
nature of 
service

Other 2 0 0 2

Papua New Guinea 1 0 1 0

Peru 1 0 0 1

Philippines 2 0 2 0

Samoa 1 0 0 1

Singapore 1 0 1 0

South Africa 2 0 2 0

South Korea 5 0 5 0

Sweden 5 1 4 0

Switzerland 6 3 3 0

Thailand 2 1 0 1

Ukraine 1 0 1 0

United Kingdom 12 2 9 1

United States of America 324 243 71 10

Zimbabwe 1 0 1 0
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APPENDIX C: RESPONDENTS YWAM OPERATING LOCATIONS

YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

Australia - Newcastle 1 Colombia (unknown) 1 India - Lake Gardens, 
Kolkata

1

Australia - Perth 9 Costa Rica - San José 22 India - Pune 2
Australia - Toowoomba 1 Costa Rica (unknown) 1 India (unknown) 2
Australia - Townsville 2 Ecuador - Leticia 

Amazonas
1 Jamaica 1

Australia (unknown op 
loc)

3 El Salvador - San 
Salvador

1 Japan - YWAMNET 
Tokyo 

1

Barbados 1 England - Harpenden 1 Latvia - Riga 1
Belize 1 England - The Kings 

Lodge
2 Malawi 1

Brazil - Almirante 
Tamandaré

2 England (unknown) 1 Mercy Ministries 
International

1

Brazil - Curitiba 2 Estonia - Tallinn 1 Mexico - Cancún 1
Brazil - Fortaleza 2 Estonia (unknown) 2 Mexico - Ciudad Juarez. 1
Brasil - Recife 1 Fiji - Lautoka 1 Mexico - Durango 1
Brasil - Vitória ES 1 Germany - Berlin 1 Mexico - El Paso, TX / 

Juárez
20

Brasil (unknown) 1 Germany - Hurlach 1 Mexico - Mazatlán 10
Canada - Dunham, 
Quebec

1 Ghana - Kumasi 1 Mexico - San Diego/
Baja

3

Canada - Turner Valley 1 Guatemala 2 Mexico (unknown) 5
Canada - Urban 
Ministries Winnipeg

1 Guatemala - Ciudad de 
Guatemala

1 Nepal (unknown) 4

Canada - Vancouver 3 Guatemala - Oficina de 
Finanzas

1 Netherlands - 
Amsterdam

1

Canada - Western 1 Guatemala - San Miguel 
Chicaj

1 Netherlands - 
Heidebeek

1

Canada (unknown) 1 Guyana 1 New Zealand - 
Auckland

1

Central Europe regional 
office

1 Haiti 1 New Zealand - 
Tauranga

2

Chile - Valpraiso 1 Honduras 1 Nicaragua - Diriamba 9
Chile (unknown) 1 Hong Kong - Tuen Mun 16 North Africa regional 

centre, Spain
1

Colombia - Cartagena 5 Hungary - Budapest 1 Norway 2
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YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

Norway - Grimerud 1 Thailand - Chiangmai 1 USA - Kona/Nepal 1
Norway - Kristiansand 3 Thailand (unknown) 1 USA - Kona, HI 10
Norway - Rogaland 1 Uganda - Arua 2 USA - Lakeside, MT 29
Norway - South 1 USA - 360 Maine 1 USA - Lebanon, PA 1
Other (chose not to 
identify for security 
purposes)

30 USA - Akron, OH 1 USA - Los Angeles 1

Panama - Chiriqui 1 USA - Alamogordo, 
NM

1 USA - Louisville, KY 1

Panama - Panama City 1 USA - Albion, CA 1 USA - Lynden, WA 1
Panama (unknown) 1 USA - Amarillo, TX 1 USA - Madison, WI 86
Peru - Cusco 1 USA - Arctic Mercy, 

Alaska
1 USA - McKinney, TX 1

Philippines - Baguio 1 USA - Arvada, CO 1 USA - Mendocino 
Coast, CA

2

Philippines - Tacloban 1 USA - Atlanta 2 USA - Minneapolis, 
MN

9

Rwanda - Mutara 
Development Centre

1 USA - Bend, OR 2 USA - Nashville, TN 1

Scotland 1 USA - Boston, MA 1 USA - Northwoods, WI 11
Singapore 1 USA - Charlotte, NC 5 USA - Oklahoma 1
South Africa - 
Muizenberg 

2 USA - Chicago, IL 2 USA - Orlando, FL 5

South Africa - 
Worcester

1 USA - Chico, CA 1 USA - Ozark, AR 1

South Africa (unknown) 1 USA - Colorado 
Springs- Strategic 
Frontiers

1 USA - Portland, OR 3

South Korea - Jeju 1 USA - Colorado 
Springs, CO

3 USA - Redding, CA 1

Sports network 1 USA - Dayton, OH 1 USA - Rise Campaign 3
Sweden - Linköping 1 USA - Denver, CO 13 USA - Salem, OR 3
Sweden - Örebro 1 USA - Detroit, MI 1 USA - San Francisco, 

CA
14

Switzerland - Burtigny 3 USA - Flathead 
Reservation

1 USA - Sarasota, FL 1

Switzerland - Lausanne 1 USA - Fort Wayne, IN 1 USA - Southern Plains 1
Switzerland - Wiler 1 USA - Houston, TX 1 USA - Tampa Bay, FL 1
Switzerland - Yverdon 1 USA - Idaho 1 USA - Texas 1
Switzerland (unknown) 2 USA - Kamiah, ID 1 USA - Tribal Winds 1
Taiwan 1 USA - Knoxville, TN 1 USA - Tulsa, OK 1
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# 
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from that 
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YWAM Operating 
Location

# 
surveyed 
from that 
location

USA - Tyler, TX 27
USA - Upper valley, NH 1
USA - West Michigan 1
USA - West Virginia 1
USA - Wylie, TX 9
USA - YWAM North 
American Cities Team

1

USA - YWAM-SMC, 
NJ

1

USA (Unknown) 10
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